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Abstract 

Janine Nunes: Controlled Manipulation of Engineered Colloidal Particles 

(Under the direction of Joseph M. DeSimone) 

 

 

This research utilized the Particle Replication in Non-wetting Templates (PRINT
®

) 

technology to fabricate highly tailored colloidal particles.  The behavior of these engineered 

particles were studied as they were subjected to different precisely controlled external 

influences, including electric fields, magnetic fields and a templating approach based on the 

PRINT process.  Given the tunability in particle properties afforded by the PRINT process, 

exceptional control of the resulting particle assemblies and particle mobility were observed, 

suggesting potential applications in numerous materials and life science applications that 

require control on the nanoscale.  

As the PRINT process was integral to all aspects of this research, it was important to 

gain a clear understanding of mechanism by which perfluoropolyether (PFPE) elastomeric 

molds can generate monodisperse arrays of discrete, uniform particles with tailored size, 

shape and composition.  Thus, fundamental studies were conducted on the PFPE elastomers, 

focusing on contact mechanics measurements and capillary flow experiments.  The results 

confirmed the low surface energy of PFPE, an important property that renders the PFPE 

molds ideal for the PRINT process.  Capillary flow experiments were conducted to study the 

method by which PFPE molds can be filled during the PRINT process.  The flow in closed 

PFPE microchannels was compared to that in PDMS and glass.  

Suspensions of PRINT particles were studied in the 
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presence of electric and magnetic fields.  Electric field experiments were conducted using 

non-uniform alternating current electric fields and uniform direct current electric fields.  

Magnetic field experiments were conducted using both stationary and rotating magnetic 

fields.  Particle assemblies were observed to form and could be tuned by particle shape and 

composition.  Particle motion, both translational and rotational, was also controlled.  

Properties were found to be both shape and composition dependent.  These experiments were 

applied to the fabrication of steerable micromotors and the driving of deformable particles 

through confined environments.  

Using the inherent templating nature of the PRINT process, highly ordered polymer 

composite films were fabricated to completely avoid particle aggregation.  The fabrication 

process was optimized for different compositions and film nanostructures.  These 

experiments were applied to the fabrication of dielectric composite films for capacitors.  
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Introduction to the Manipulation of Colloids 
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1.1 Overview 

For many years, the study of colloidal systems has proved to be a very valuable and 

fundamental endeavor, both academically and commercially.  A subfield of colloid science of 

growing importance is the manipulation of colloids to create useful structures or to perform 

some form of work.  This has been the focus of much research over the years and interest is 

continuing to grow because the synthesis of colloidal particles has advanced to the stage 

where particles are now engineered with a very high degree of control, suggesting a higher 

probability that these colloidal systems can be used in the ever-increasing number of 

technologically advanced applications that demand nanoscale structuring or nanoscale 

control.  Some of the current advanced applications include magnetorheological and 

electrorheological fluids in the automotive industry (brakes, suspension etc.),
1
 particle based 

display technologies
2, 3

 and rheological modifiers in coatings.
4
 

Arguably, one of the most important characteristics of colloidal particles is the 

particle shape.  A large body of work in this field has focused on spherical particles because 

of the availability of monodisperse samples with uniform chemical and physical properties.  

Only recently have publications begun to accumulate that explore non-spherical particle 

shapes in colloidal systems.  A second major consideration of colloidal systems is 

composition, which in turn affects particle charge, as well as mechanical, magnetic and 

electrical properties.  Particle composition can be homogeneous, randomly heterogeneous or 

segmented, as is the case for core-shell particles or Janus particles.  Another strategy that 

introduces compositional complexity is through modification of the particle surface.  Again 

this can be done homogenously over the entire particle surface or it can be anisotropic or 

patchy, a term coined by Glotzer et al.
5
  These properties provide avenues through which 
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particles can be manipulated.  In order for processes to be efficient however, uniformity is 

key.  Broad distributions in the particle properties prevent global responses, as well as 

introduce defects into the system.  

Factors that affect which tool or tools are chosen to manipulate colloidal systems 

include (1) effectiveness: whether all or only a percentage of the particles respond in the 

expected fashion; (2) time scale: if the response is instantaneous or requires a long time 

period; (3) scale: single or few particle manipulations versus large-scale processes; (4) 

required resources: whether the materials and equipment are expensive, complex and 

sensitive versus low-cost and simple; (5) property matching: if the particle properties are 

suitable, for example, magnetic manipulation cannot be used with a particle system that has 

no magnetic properties; and (6) target application: high value versus commodity.  

It is not surprising that even though there is a great deal of research devoted to 

synthesizing and fabricating novel colloids and nanoparticles, there has been a shift in 

research emphasis from the fabrication/synthesis to the application of these building blocks 

to performing useful work individually or collectively, or being organized into larger more 

complex entities capable of functioning as an integrated whole.  This begets the question: 

how then do we in a systematic and controlled manner manipulate particles?  And more 

importantly, can we then use this knowledge to attack grand scientific challenges such as 

advancing solar energy and energy storage technologies, curing cancer, surpassing current 

standards in electronics, and exploring fundamental scientific theories.  At present, there are 

many different processes used to manipulate colloids, and they can be broadly organized 

according to the degree of external force required.  There are those processes that proceed 

almost independently of external contribution and which depend solely on the particle and 
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suspending medium properties; these include many self-assembly and catalytic processes.  

Then there are those processes that, in addition to particle and medium properties, are 

strongly dependent on external forces such as magnetic, electric and optical fields.  In this 

chapter, particle fabrication and the processes used for the manipulation of colloids are 

reviewed.  

 

1.2 Particle Fabrication Methodologies 

There is a vast body of literature on synthesizing colloidal particles with tailored 

properties, where the fabrications of an impressive range of exotically-shaped particles with 

geometric and chemical asymmetries have been demonstrated.  The caveat, however, is that 

there are varying degrees to the efficiencies, scalabilities and versatilities of the different 

approaches where some have greater potential as broad platform technologies than others.  

Regardless, there is a great deal of knowledge and methodologies to draw from in 

synthesizing and fabricating tailored colloidal micro- and nanoparticles.  Furthermore, 

everyday new and more creative approaches are being developed.  In this section, colloidal 

micro- and nanoparticle synthesis is overviewed briefly with the intent of identifying 

methods where information is programmed into the particle shape and chemistry for 

manipulation.  This discussion is not meant to be exhaustive but illustrative of the breadth of 

complexity available.  There are numerous published reviews that explore particle synthesis 

and fabrication in greater detail.
6-8

  In general, particles can be synthesized via bottom-up or 

top-down processes.  Bottom-up methods start with molecular precursors and build up to the 

particle, whereas top-down processes start with a pre-existing framework that defines the 
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desired particle shape and size and then the material is introduced to fabricate the particle.  

The particle size for this discussion ranges from nanoparticles (1 – 100 nm) to intermediate 

colloidal particles (100 nm – 10 m) to mesoscale particles (10 m – 1 mm).  This section 

will be divided into the two major design parameters for controlling and manipulating 

particles: shape and chemical anisotropy 

 

1.2.1 Shape Anisotropy 

Spherical particles have been the foundation of colloidal science for numerous years 

as it is possible to synthesize uniform monodisperse spherical particles with different 

compositions, typically through emulsion processes for polymer latexes and controlled 

precipitation for inorganic oxides.
9
  More recent discoveries in particle synthesis and 

fabrication are slowly shifting the field from the more prevalent spherical particle to other 

particle shapes.  

Figure 1.1 summarizes some of the major particle shape classes that have been 

generated to date.  Bottom-up syntheses often generate spherical particles as that morphology 

is the most favorable to adopt to minimize interfacial energy.
9
  Researchers, however, have 

developed novel methods for deriving geometrical complexity from the spherical particle.  

One simple approach is the controlled aggregation of spherical particles to form new particle 

species with increasing polyvalency.  Manoharan et al. fused spherical particles together to 

form new particle species with nontrivial symmetries (Figure 1.1b).
10

  Xia and coworkers 

also fused spherical particles to create new particles but instead of an emulsion process, they 

used templating to define the size and geometry of the new particle shape.
11, 12

  Mechanical 
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deformation of thermoplastic spherical particles is another route researchers have taken to 

introduce geometrical anisotropy from spherical systems.
13-15

  Thermoplastic spherical 

particles, such as polystyrene (PS) or poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), are dispersed in a 

deformable matrix, such as poly(vinyl alcohol).  The film is stretched creating voids around 

the dispersed particles.  Either heat or solvent is used to fill the voids with the particle 

composition and then the particles are resolidified.  The particles are collected after 

dissolving the poly(vinyl alcohol) matrix.  In this manner, Champion et al. fabricated disks, 

rods, worms, ellipsoids and cylindrical particles from polystyrene nanospheres (Figure 

1.1c,d).
13

  

Multi-sided particles with defined, straight edges have also been synthesized but these 

polyhedra particles have been, for the most part, inorganic in composition.  Numerous factors 

influence the inorganic particle morphologies when synthesized via solution phase, such as 

anisotropic interactions with capping agents, impurities or solvent, defects present during 

nucleation, and reaction temperature.
7
  Xia et al. reviewed many of the metal nanoparticles 

morphologies that have been synthesized, which include numerous polyhedra structures, such 

as prisms, cubes, tetrahedra, octahedra and icosahedra, as well as triangular and hexagonal 

plate-like structures (Figure 1.1e-h).
7
  Hollow structures are also possible, for example, by 

galvanic replacement reactions.
16, 17

   

One interesting particle structure is that of branched nanoparticles synthesized 

through the seeded growth of nanocrystals.  For example, Talapin et al. synthesized branched 

cadmium selenide/cadmium sulfide (CdSe/CdS) nanotetrapods (Figure 1.1i).
18

  High aspect 

ratio particles such as rods and fibers can also be readily synthesized in a range of 

compositions.  Metal nanorods, nanowires and nanobelts have been synthesized by varying 
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the reagent concentration in solution processes.
19-21

  Hard templating, using anodized 

alumina (AAO) or track-etched polymer membranes, is an attractive and very popular route 

to the synthesis of high aspect ratio rod-shaped particles.
22-24

  For example, anodized alumina 

(AAO) templates have been used along with electrodeposition to fabricate metallic, 

semiconductor and polymeric nanowires, nanotubes and nanorods.
22-24

  For organic particles, 

self-assembled block copolymer systems can be designed to form stable filamentous micelles 

(Figure 1.1k).
25, 26

  

Another class of particle shapes, referred to as lithographically-defined,
8
 has emerged 

due to the development of top-down particle fabrication processes, such as stop-flow 

lithography,
27

 photolithography
28

 and Particle Replication in Non-wetting Templates 

(PRINT
®
),

29
 where the particle shape (at least the 2D cross-section) can be virtually any 

shape imaginable, once it can be drawn using computer-aided design (CAD) software.  These 

shapes generally have at least 2 coplanar faces, but there are opportunities to overcome this 

limitation with advances in inclined UV lithography,
30

 or by combining angled deposition 

with photolithography.  In addition to many of the shapes described for the other particle 

fabrication approaches, unusual shapes, including arrows, stars, letters, rings, torroids, 

fenestrated hexagons, crosses and ball and stick configurations can be easily fabricated with 

lithography in a range of sizes and compositions (Figure 1.1m-p).
6, 28, 31, 32

  

One component of shape anisotropy that may occasionally be overlooked is that of 

surface roughness. The texture of the particle surface can be a significant particle parameter 

that will affect its ability to assemble. There are different ways to modify the roughness of 

the particle surface.  A common bottom-up approach to surface roughness is through the use 

of Pickering emulsions where small particles adsorb to the surface of emulsion droplets, 
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resulting in particles coated with smaller particles.
33

  In another example, Badaire et al. 

modified the etching conditions to change the surface roughness of photolithographically-

fabricated particles (Figure 1.1m).
34, 35

  

 

Figure 1.1. SEM and TEM images of different types of particles illustrating four of the 

major particle shape classes: Top row – Spherical and derivatives where (a) are PS latex 

spheres,
13

 (b) clusters of PS microspheres with triangular dipyramid structure,
10

 (c) PS 
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ellipsoids
13

 and (d) PS disks.
13

  Second row – Polyhedra shapes where (e) are silver right 

bipyramids,
7
 (f) silver nanocubes,

7
 (g) silver octahedrons,

7
 and (h) truncated silver 

octahedrons.
7
  Third row – Branched and filamentous structures where (i) are CdSe/CdS 

nanotetrapods,
18

 (j) gold nanorods,
19

 (k) worm-like micellar structures of blends of different 

molecular weight PS-b-PEO copolymers,
26

 and (l) cross-linked PEG nanoworms.
36

  Fourth 

row – Lithographically-defined particle shapes where (m) rough side wall cylinders,
34

 (n) 

fenestrated hexagons,
37

 (o) arrow-shaped particles,
32

 and (p) open ring structure.
38

  

 

1.2.2 Chemical Anisotropy 

Like shape anisotropy, chemical anisotropy is of fundamental importance when 

considering the manipulation of colloids, especially for mobility.  Figure 1.2 illustrates the 

range of chemical anisotropies in different particle systems.  The particle can be segmented, 

with distinct internal spatially resolved compartments of differing compositions, or have 

surface anisotropy.  Janus (and multi-segmented) particles can been synthesized by the 

sequential addition of material to templates, as is the case for the fabrication of bi- and multi-

metallic nanorods in AAO templates (Figure 1.2a).
23, 39

  Similarly, segmented organic 

particles have been fabricated using the PRINT process.
40

  Using microfluidic approaches, 

co-flowing different precursors results in multicomponent particles (Figure 1.2b,c).
27

  Kim 

and coworkers used a seeded polymerization technique in which monomer-swollen particles 

were polymerized.  During the polymerization, a phase separation occurred, resulting in two-

phase dumbbell-shaped particles; the resulting particles exhibited both chemical and shape 

anisotropy.
41

  Internal chemical anisotropy was also achieved with particles fabricated from 

block copolymers and polymer blends.
42-46

  For example, particles synthesized from 

polystyrene-block-poly(butadiene) (PS-b-PB) blended with polystyrene homopolymer using 

an emulsion process exhibited very unique internal morphologies (Figure 1.2d).  These 
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morphologies could be tuned by adjusting the droplet size and weight fraction of the PS 

homopolymer.
44

  Loading and ordering of magnetic material within particles is another 

approach towards chemical anisotropy.  The composite particles can have a random internal 

structure, a core-shell structure (Figure 1.2e),
47

 an aligned chain structure (Figure 1.2f),
48

 or 

the composite particles can be Janus particles, with the magnetic nanoparticles concentrated 

on one side.
49-52

   

One common method for chemically modifying the particle surface is through the use 

of a protecting layer to conceal one section of the particles, followed by modification of the 

exposed surface of the particles.  For example, Cayre et al. used a technique where a 

monolayer of polystyrene spheres were deposited on a substrate.  A glucose film was used to 

protect part of the particle surfaces, leaving the top surfaces exposed.  The exposed surfaces 

were modified with an oppositely charged species by microcontact printing (Figure 1.2g).
53, 

54
  Similarly, Cui et al. used a PDMS layer to partially protect the surfaces of a layer of 

spheres and the exposed surfaces were modified with silver via electroless deposition.
55

  

Pawar and Kretzschmar did not use a partially protecting layer, but instead prepared a 2D 

close packed layer of spheres, then used glancing angle vapor deposition to selectively 

modify small regions of the particle surface (Figure 1.2h).
56

  Pickering emulsions are another 

approach to modifying the surface texture of particles.  Kim et al. used polystyrene latex 

particles to stabilize an oil-in-water emulsion, where the oil phase was photocurable 

ethoxylated trimethylolpropane triacrylate (EPTA).  EPTA-PS composite microparticles with 

coordinated patches resulted (Figure 1.2i).
57

  In yet another approach, Jackson et al. showed 

that a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of mixed ligands organize into striped domains on 

the surface of gold and silver nanoparticles due to the curvature of the particles (Figure 
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1.2j).
58

  Recently, Percec et al. presented an extensive systematic study on self-assembled 

particle structures (dendrimersomes) from a library of amphiphilic Janus dendrimers.
59

  In 

addition to particle shape control, they demonstrated great control of the outer/internal 

chemical environment of the dendrimersomes.  

 

 

Figure 1.2. Chemical anisotropy in different particle systems. Left panel shows bulk 

chemical anisotropy, and right panel shows surface chemical anisotropy, where (a) triphasic 

Au-CdSe-Au nanorods,
60

 (b) bi-colored particles with half containing carbon black and the 

other half containing titanium dioxide,
61

 (c) triphasic triangular particles fabricated with 

hydrodynamic focusing lithography,
62

 (d) blend particles of PS-b-PB and homopolymer PS,
44

 

(e) superparamagnetic composite colloids with SiO2-coated Fe3O4 core and a PS shell,
50

 (f) 

superparamagnetic composite colloids with SiO2-coated Fe3O4 nanoparticle chains in PEG 
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DA microspheres,
48

 (g) Janus particle formed using a glucose partial protecting layer,
54

 (h) 

gold patches deposited on polystyrene particles,
56

 (i) crosslinked EPTA particles with PS 

patches,
57

 (j) striped mixed SAM on gold nanoparticle,
58

 (k) end-functionalized PRINT 

cylindrical particles,
29

 and (l) colloidosome Janus particles.
63

  

 

1.3 Autonomous Particle Manipulation  

1.3.1 Controlled aggregation 

It is possible for three-dimensional (3D) colloidal crystals to form spontaneously 

depending on environmental conditions.  In the simplest case of a system of hard spheres, 

entropic considerations predict that crystals will form when the particle volume fraction is 

increased.
64

  Generating colloidal crystals, even if predicted from phase diagrams, are not 

always possible as the systems are generally very sensitive to external conditions, and very 

often get trapped in gelled or glassy states.
65

  Furthermore, crystallizing colloidal particles in 

this manner is extremely slow so the applicability is limited.  A faster alternative is to use 

gravitational sedimentation, where the spherical particles are concentrated and crystallized.  

This can be further accelerated with centrifugation, filtration and other methods.
66

  Many 

researchers use convective assembly approaches for fabricating 2D crystals.  Entropic 

ordering favors the formation of ordered structures from monodisperse particles at 

sufficiently high volume fractions.  During evaporation of surrounding solvent, the particle 

volume fraction increases until they crystallize at a critical volume fraction determined by the 

shape of the particles.  Complete evaporation of the solvent fixes the particles in the close-

packed geometry.
67
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The entropically-driven assembly and crystallization of particles can occur through 

depletion interactions.  In a system of suspended particles in a solvent or other smaller 

particles, attraction occurs when the larger particles get close together so that no smaller 

particles (or solvent or solute molecules) can fit between them, and the particles experience a 

net osmotic pressure acting to push them together.  It is possible to tune the purely entropic 

attractive interaction by adding solutes of varying sizes and concentrations to the system.  

This depletion effect has been used to assemble monodisperse particles into chains and 2D 

crystals.
28, 34, 68, 69

  Moreover, this approach can be used with anisotropically shaped particles, 

where shape effects need to be considered.  Hernandez and Mason showed that micron-sized 

crosses formed long columns with a high degree of arm alignment.  Side by side arm 

interlocking of the crosses was also observed.  When crosses and donuts were suspended 

together, lock and key insertion of the arm of the cross into the fenestration of the donut was 

observed.
28

  Researchers have also studied the effect of particle surface roughness on this 

entropically-driven assembly.
34, 69

  Zhao and Mason demonstrated that depletion interactions 

between hexagonal platelets could be suppressed if the height asperities on the surface of the 

particles exceeded the size of the depletion agent.  They designed their particles to either 

form long columnar aggregates or a dimer phase depending on anisotropic surface 

roughness.
69

  Similarly, Badaire et al. demonstrated that they could induce cylindrical 

particles to preferentially form linear end-to end aggregates where the particles’ flat smooth 

ends came into contact, as opposed to 2D crystals, where the particles would assemble with 

their rounded rougher surfaces interacting side by side.  In this way, the shape and roughness 

of the particles defined the assemblies which formed.
34
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Beyond entropic forces, the use of attractive forces is another tool that can be used in 

assembly.  Introducing ionic interactions to the system of hard spheres can result in the 

formation of 3D colloidal crystals as demonstrated by Leunissen et al., where two PMMA 

particle populations with opposite charges were allowed to interact and crystallize.  After 35 

hours, they observed the formation of crystallites, which continued to grow to form CsCl-

type crystals (body-centered cubic lattice).
70

  Again, crystallization processes such as these 

are very slow, so other approaches that use attractive forces are more appealing.  The layer-

by-layer technique is one such popular approach for assembling colloidal systems, usually 

for nanocomposite films.
71

  For example, alternating layers of polyelectrolyte and particles 

with opposite charges can form a dense composite film, with well-controlled thickness.  

Podsiadlo et al. used a dip-coating process to assemble alternating layers of poly(vinyl 

alcohol) and montmorillonite clay particles, resulting in a well-ordered nanocomposite film 

with exceptional mechanical properties.
72

 

In the examples provided thus far, the liquid (typically water) was isotropic.  

Introducing anisotropy to the solvent is another method for controlling particle assemblies.  

There has been research into the use of anisotropic liquids, such as liquid crystals, to guide 

the assembly and movement of particles.  Liquid crystals can be aligned by patterning (for 

example, rubbing) a substrate, which in turn affects rotation, motility and assembly of 

particles.
73-78

  Lapointe et al. combined the effects of an anisotropic liquid with 

anisotropically shaped particles.  They observed that altering the particle shapes led to 

significant changes in the forces experienced by the particles, and as a result, the colloidal 

assemblies that formed in a nematic liquid crystal.
74
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Capillary forces are another important consideration for the assembly of particles.  It 

has long been established that colloidal particles will assemble at liquid-liquid and liquid-gas 

interfaces, functioning as surfactants to stabilize foams and emulsions.
79

  When there is 

anisotropy with respect to chemistry, another level of control is achieved in controlling 

particle assemblies at interfaces.
80-84

  Bowden et al. fabricated polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 

millimeter sized objects with hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces that floated at the 

interface of a water/perfluorodecalin 2-phase solvent system.  With gentle mixing, a range of 

crystalline assemblies formed to minimize the interfacial free energy of the system by 

eliminating the curved menisci at the hydrophobic particle surfaces.
80, 82

  In another example, 

Dendukuri et al. fabricated amphiphilic wedge-shaped microparticles, and described their 

assembly in different solvent systems.  The amphiphilic particles were found to form 

micelles in water, as well as orient themselves at the interface of oil-in-water and water-in-oil 

emulsions.
85

  Similarly, Kim et al. used dumbbell-shaped amphiphilic particles as “colloid 

surfactants” to stabilize hexadecane-water emulsions.  They found that the colloidal 

surfactants stabilized both spherical and non-spherical droplets because once the particles 

jammed at the liquid-liquid interface, the droplets were unable to relax to the spherical shape 

by expelling particles, so the droplets maintained their ellipsoidal or cylindrical shapes.  

Their study underscored the major difference between colloidal surfactants and molecular 

surfactants as molecular surfactants are unable to jam at the interface because of shorter 

relaxation times and dynamic exchange between adsorbed and freely diffusing species in the 

continuous phase.
83

 

Templates are regular features in the environment that guide the assembly process, 

and they can be used with the different self assembly approaches, such as sedimentation and 
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convective assembly, to encourage crystallization.
86, 87

  There are different types of templates 

that can be used, but they can be broadly classified into two main groups: physical and 

chemical.  Physical templates are substrates where the surface has a physical pattern on it, 

with defined features and dimensions that may be, for example, etched into the substrate.
11, 12, 

88
  van Blaaderen et al. showed that the slow sedimentation of spherical silica particles 

(diameter ~ 500 nm) onto a polymer substrate patterned with 500 nm holes on a square lattice 

was able to direct large scale crystallization and allowed for the tailoring of lattice 

properties.
87

  Xia et al. used lithographically etched holes and channels to assemble 

microspheres into different one and two dimensional assemblies (Figure 1.3).
12

  Chemical 

templates are substrates where, for example, the pattern is defined by self-assembled 

monolayers (SAMs),
89-92

 that have been deposited using processes such as dip-pen 

lithography
93

 or micro-contact printing.
94

  Rao et al. used a chemically patterned substrate 

with  two distinct surface regions, one polar and the other nonpolar, to assemble single-

walled carbon nanotubes.
90

  In another example, a template with negatively and positively 

charged regions was fabricated by microcontact printing charged SAMs onto a substrate.  

Negatively charged gold stars were assembled onto the positively charged regions of the 

substrate by electrostatic interactions.
92

  Another method for patterning charged regions on a 

substrate was demonstrated by Jacobs and Whitesides, where a charged template was 

patterned by the injection of charge into an electret surface.
95
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Figure 1.3. Process utilizing templating and capillary forces. A) Illustration of the templating 

process; B, C) 2D lattices assembled from 1.75 µm PS beads in channels 10.0 and 10.5 µm, 

respectively; D) Double layered zig-zag chains formed by assembling PS beads in an array of 

channels (direction of flow indicated by arrow); E) Particles aggregate after annealing and 

are released from the template shown in D.
12

 

 

1.3.2 Catalytic Motion 

The critical component to propulsive nano- and micro-systems is the asymmetric 

placement of catalyst on the body of the particle and the presence of a suitable reagent in the 

environment to result in the non-uniform consumption of the reagent and distribution of the 

reaction products leading to motion.  One of the common propulsive catalyst systems in the 

literature is that of platinum, with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) as the substrate.  In the presence 

of platinum, H2O2 decomposes to form water and oxygen.  The actual mechanism for motion 

varies depending on the particle composition.  Howse et al. studied the mobility of 

polystyrene spheres (diameter 1.62 m) with platinum coated on one half.  They found that at 

short times, the particles move in a directed manner away from the platinum side of the 
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particle with velocities dependent on the concentration of H2O2.  They attributed the motion 

to a process of self-diffusiophoresis as more products are generated than reactants are 

available, setting up an asymmetric distribution of reaction products that propels the 

particles.  

Others, however, have proposed a different mechanism.  For a very similar system of 

silica spheres half-coated with platinum, another mechanism was proposed - that of bubble 

propulsion.  It was suggested that the detachment of oxygen bubbles provides the driving 

force for the particles.
96

  One micromotor system that clearly makes use of the bubble 

propulsion mechanism was developed by Sovolev et al.  Their nanomotor consists of a 

microtube composed of a platinum inner layer, followed by gold (for adhesion), then iron 

(for magnetic control) and titanium. The researchers observed speeds as great as 2 mm/s 

which was equivalent to 50 body lengths per second.
97

  

Mallouk and Sen have led the field in studying the propulsion of bi- and trimetallic 

nanorods, using the platinum/H2O2 catalytic system.
98

  For example, platinum/gold (PtAu) 

rods (2 m long, 370 nm wide) were found to move at speeds of approximately 8 m/s in 

3.3% aqueous H2O2, where the direction of motion was in the direction of the platinum half 

of the particles.  The direction of motion was opposite to the platinum/non-metal Janus 

particles used in the previous examples, indicating that a very different mechanism was 

occurring in the PtAu case.  Sen et al. defined this motion as self-electrophoresis, where 

protons are generated on the platinum end and consumed on the gold end, thereby generating 

an ion flux that induces particle motion.
98

  Specifically, the pair of electrochemical reactions 

at the two metals creates an electric field near the particle surface (due to electron transfer) 

that moves the solvent via electroosmosis.  This idea of self-electrophoresis is in direct 
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contrast to motion due to bubble propulsion or diffusiophoresis, but it requires at least a bi-

metallic structure.  The Wang group has optimized these systems to move faster.
99

  In 

particular, Laocharoensuk and coworkers introduced carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to the 

platinum segment of the particle, and hydrazine to the hydrogen peroxide solution to 

accelerate the particle motion.  With CNT addition, the average speed increased from 7.2 

µm/s to 51.0 µm/s.  The speed was increased further to 94 µm/s with hydrazine addition.
99

  In 

addition to translation, the particles can be fabricated to rotate where the key design change is 

the location of the catalyst and shape of the particle.
100-103

  

One interesting example of catalytic propulsion where inspiration is taken from 

nature to propel synthetic particles is through the use of actin polymerization, which is an 

essential process in cell motility.
104, 105

  Cameron et al. applied the concept of actin 

polymerization to the propulsion of synthetic particles.
104

  They made use of the fact that 

Listeria monocytogenes, a gram positive intercellular bacterial pathogen that moves rapidly 

through host cells or cytoplasm extract, is propelled by actin polymerization.  The moving 

bacteria are associated with an actin-rich structure that looks like the tail of a comet.  The 

actin filaments remain fixed in space as the bacterium moves, and it is suspected that 

filament elongation provides the force necessary to propel the bacterium through the 

cytoplasm.  The researchers tested this propulsion mechanism with synthetic polystyrene 

beads coated with the bacterial protein, ActA, which is responsible for the local catalytic 

polymerization of actin filaments.  They found that for beads smaller than 500 nm uniformly 

coated with ActA, unidirectional motion resulted as the actin cytoskeleton that was generated 

spontaneously self-organize into a polar structure which generated a unidirectional force.  

Interestingly for larger beads, they found that motion was initiated only if the ActA protein 
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was asymmetrically coated on the sphere surface, similar to the manner in which the 

relatively large L. monocytogenes requires a polar distribution of ActA on its surface to 

move.  

 

1.3.3 Fluidic Assembly  

Fluidic assembly methods have been finding a great deal of interest among the 

micro/nanoelectromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS) community.  Mastrangeli et al. 

reviewed numerous processes that use the idea of fluidic self-assembly with shape 

matching.
106

  In this process, both components (sizes ranging from mm to m) and substrates 

are processed with complementary geometries.  The components are dispersed in an inert 

carrier fluid across the substrate, and allowed to bind to complementary receptor sites.  

Components that do not bind are recycled for other passes.  For example, Stauth and Parviz 

showed that single-crystal silicon field-effect transistors (FETs) and diffusion resistors could 

be fabricated onto flexible plastic substrates using fluidic assembly (Figure 1.4).
107

  Separate 

from self-assembled systems, fluidic methods of assembling components, such as railed 

microfluidics, hold promise in the fabrication of complex structures.  Park et al. developed a 

complex railed microfluidic system that is capable of sorting, flipping and assembling 

prefabricated disordered microstructures.
108
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Figure 1.4. An example using fluidic assembly to assemble microdevices onto a plastic 

substrate. A) Illustrative overview of process; B) Closer detailed view; C) Collected 

freestanding single crystal silicon FETs; D) triangular FETs; E) cross-shaped FETs; F) 

Plastic substrate with empty binding sites; G) Substrate after assembly with transistor and 

resistor in place.
107

 

 

1.4 Externally Controlled Field Driven Manipulation of Colloids 

1.4.1 Electric fields  

In the presence of direct (DC) or alternating current (AC) fields, colloidal particles 

exhibit a variety of responses.  The particles may become motile, where the direction of 

motion is generally determined by the field direction and particle/solvent composition, or the 

particles may be induced to interact with one another and assemble into a specific 

configuration.  Some of the major phenomena resulting from electric fields in fluid systems 

include electrophoresis, electroosmosis and dielectrophoresis.  Figure 1.5 illustrates these 

cases.  
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Figure 1.5. Schematic illustration of the three electric field phenomena: A) Positively 

charged particle in a DC electric field, where the black arrow indicates the electrophoretic 

force and the red arrow indicates electroosmotic flow, and B) Particle in a non-uniform AC 

electric field, with an induced dipole indicated by small red arrow, experiencing a dielectric 

force either to a higher or lower field gradient (black arrows); dashed lines represent AC 

field. 

 

1.4.1.1 Electrophoresis and Electroosmosis 

Particles suspended in water undergo electrophoresis in the presence of a DC electric 

field, where the particles are attracted to the oppositely charged electrode.  The particle’s 

migration speed, , is a product of its electrophoretic mobility, µ, and the electric field 

strength, E (Equation 1.1).  The electrophoretic mobility is proportional to the dielectric 

constant of the solvent, , the zeta potential of the particle, , and inversely proportional to 

the solvent viscosity,  (Equation 1.2). 

         Equation 1.1 

  
  

 
     Equation 1.2 
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The exact form of Equation 1.2 depends on the size of the electric double layer surrounding 

the particle relative to the particle size.  Electroosmosis, on the other hand, refers to bulk 

fluid flow resulting from the movement of ions in solution.  These ions originate from the 

particle counter-ions, as well as ions from the walls of the experimental cell or channel.  

When a DC electric field is applied, the mobile counter-ions are set in motion, creating a 

fluid flow parallel to the particle surface.  Shear stresses are exerted upon the particle by the 

fluid flow, affecting its speed and direction.  For the case of DC fields and aqueous systems, 

both electrophoretic and electroosmotic effects are typically present so the particle migration 

depends on the relative magnitudes of the two phenomena (Figure 1.5A).  

In DC and AC electric fields, it is possible to assemble ordered colloidal 

aggregates.
109-112

  This process has been referred to as electrophoretic assembly, and though 

the mechanism details are not well understood, electroosmosis is thought to play a part.  

Additionally, a process referred to as induced-charge electrophoresis or AC particle 

electrophoresis has been used to induce particle translational motion in uniform AC fields.  

This was successfully demonstrated with metallodielectric Janus particles.
113

  Electroosmosis 

can also result in the translational mobility of particles.  For example, semiconductor diode 

nanowires composed of bisegmented polypyrrole/cadmium (Ppy/Cd) or trisegmented 

cadmium selenide/gold/cadmium selenide (CdSe/Au/CdSe) were found to exhibit directed 

motion in the presence of a uniform AC field.  The authors confirmed the absence of 

dielectrophoretic forces on the micro-diodes, by comparing its response to the field with 

polystyrene spheres, monocomponent wires and bisegmented Ppy/Au nanowires (ohmic 

junction).  The non-diode particles did not exhibit directed motion in the uniform AC field 
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indicating that the local electroosmotic flux powered by the external field was driving the 

motion of the micro-diodes.
114

  

 

1.4.1.2 Dielectrophoresis  

The main source of AC electric field responses in particle suspensions is the 

frequency dependent polarization of particles.  The movement of particles is dependent on 

the local electric field, the dielectric properties of the particles and the suspending medium, 

frequency, surface charge density, concentration of free charges in the vicinity of the particle, 

geometry of the particle, and electrode geometry.
115-117

  At most frequencies, metallic and 

conductive particles are always strongly polarized.  For dielectric particles, the polarization is 

very frequency dependent.  At low frequencies, the particles are more polarizable than water 

because of the high conductance, and thus the higher induced polarization, of the counter-

ions.  This is the case regardless of whether the particle permittivity is greater or less than 

water.  At high frequencies however, the counter-ions can no longer be effectively polarized 

by the field because the change in field direction is too rapid for the ions to follow.  The 

interactions between the induced dipoles and a non-uniform AC electric field result in the 

dielectrophoretic force, causing particle mobility.  Note that if the AC field is uniform, there 

is no particle motion because the force acting on each of the two poles in the induced dipole 

within the particle is equal and opposite.  In non-uniform fields, particle mobility occurs 

because the force acting on the two poles is not the same because of the field gradient.  For 

particles more polarizable than the media, they experience a force towards regions of higher 

field intensity (positive dielectrophoresis).  Particles less polarizable than the media are 
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forced away from these regions (negative dielectrophoresis).  Though dielectrophoresis can 

occur in both AC and DC fields, AC fields are generally preferred as large DC field strengths 

cannot be applied to aqueous media as water electrolysis can occur.   

Dielectrophoresis has been shown to be a facile method for the assembly of colloidal 

suspensions.
116, 118-120

  This is due to the fact that the induced dipoles within the particles 

interact with one another when the particles come into close contact.  The particles align in 

chains along the direction of the field lines (Figure 1.6A).  This process has been used to 

align particulates, such as carbon nanotubes, ceramic nanoparticles and glass fiber, in 

composites for improved mechanical or electrical performance.
121-124

  In these composite 

examples, the particles were generally highly polydisperse and comprised of random 

nonspecific shapes, so the assemblies were not well-structured.  In one interesting example 

using Janus metallodielectric spherical particles, the chains had a zig-zag conformation so 

that the metallic hemispheres aligned and the polymer hemispheres oriented in alternating 

directions without contacting any other particles (Figure 1.6B).
125

  Particle crystallization 

also occurred when, once the chains form and move to the regions of high field intensity 

(positive dielectrophoresis), they then attract one another laterally to crystallize.  These 

assemblies are reversible by switching on/off the field.  Most of the examples of the 

dielectrophoretic assembly of monodisperse colloidal systems have been with spherical 

particles, which generally crystallize into hexagonal close packed assemblies.
126

  Some 

research has focused on the assembly of anisotropic rod-like particles via dielectrophoresis, 

where the particles have been primarily biological,
117, 127-130

 such as cells, viral particles and 

bacteria for the fabrication of biofilms and tissue or in diagnostics and separation.  Both 

experimental and theoretical studies have indicated that ellipsoidal particles exhibit more 
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complex behavior in nonuniform electric fields because there are more degrees of freedom 

from the typical isotropic case of the sphere.
131

  In fact, there is a preferred or more stable 

orientation for these shapes, where they align with their long axis parallel to the axis of the 

electric field.
130-132

   

 

1.4.2 Magnetic Fields  

Magnetic particles are widely used in a variety of applications including different 

magnetic separation techniques, for magnetically induced hyperthermia of tumors, as contrast 

enhancement agents for magnetic resonance imaging, drug delivery, and high density data 

storage.
133-135

  Magnetic particles can be synthesized in a range of shapes and sizes, as well as 

a range of magnetic material such as Co, Fe3O4, Fe2O3, FePt, Ni, Mn3O4 and MnO.
67

  

Magnetic particles can also be composite particles.  In terms of assemblies, magnetic 

nanoparticles self-assemble with their magnetic moments aligned in the direction of the local 

magnetic field due to neighboring particles or applied magnetic fields.  The outcome of this 

is directional assemblies such as chains/wires or rings.
136, 137

  

Composite magnetic particles are particularly interesting because of the different 

opportunities for organizing the magnetic material within the composite particle.  Alignment 

of the magnetic nanoparticles within the composite particle plays an important role in the 

overall magnetic properties, and thus the behavior of such particles in the presence of an 

external magnetic field.  For example, Dyab et al. showed that aligning and concentrating 

magnetite nanoparticles in their microparticles resulted in a change from superparamagnetic 

behavior of the nanoparticles to ferromagnetic behavior of the composite microparticles; 

furthermore, for Janus microparticles, the colloidal materials exhibited zigzag chaining in an 
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external magnetic field.
49

  Hwang et al. studied the effect of shape on the alignment of 

magneto-polymer composite particles with the magnetic nanoparticles uniformly distributed.  

They found that unlike the spheres, disks and plugs exhibited a directional preference to an 

external magnetic field arising from their shape asymmetry (Figure 1.6C).
138

  The directed 

assembly or the self-assembly of magnetic particles has been found to be exceedingly useful 

in the fabrication of photonic crystals
11, 48, 139

 and as nanowire contacts in electronic 

devices.
140-142

  They are also used as device components in microfluidics.
143-146

  Additionally, 

there has been growing interest in the use of magnetic particles in the fabrication of 

nanomotors and nanomachines.
147-150

  

Magnetic forces can be used for both the propulsion and steering of micromotors.  

For example, a micromotor system was fabricated by stringing streptavidin coated magnetic 

beads together linked by dibiotinylated double stranded DNA molecules.  The magnetic 

chain was then attached to a red blood cell.  A transverse oscillating magnetic field was used 

to generate a beating motion of the magnetic tail of the motor resulting in unidirectional 

motion in a manner similar to spermatozoa, where a bending wave propagated from the head 

to the tail inducing a net translational velocity.  The speed and direction of the motor was 

adjusted by manipulating the external field.
148

   

 

1.4.3 Optical fields  

In the 1970s, it was discovered that colloidal particles can be held using the single-

beam gradient force trap or optical tweezers.
151, 152

  This technique has garnered prominence 

as a powerful tool for manipulating individual particles.
153

  In general, the light’s electric 

field gives rise to electric dipoles in small particles, and the particles are then directed along 
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intensity gradients to the focus.  Larger particles, however, act as lenses, refracting rays of 

light and redirecting the momentum of their photons.  The resulting recoil draws them 

towards the higher flux of the photons near the focus.
153

  Optical tweezers are ideal for 

systems with small quantities of particles (Figure 1.6D), and it is not yet considered 

applicable to the large scale manipulation of colloidal systems.  A larger scale optical 

approach requires the generation of an interfering electromagnetic wave.
154, 155

  For example, 

Burns et al. demonstrated the formation of arrays of extended crystalline structures from the 

interaction of dielectric particles with electromagnetic fields.
154

  Another approach that uses 

light to order particles is using the holographic patterning of photocurable monomers and 

metal precursors to generate periodic polymer/metal nanocomposites.
156

 

 

 

Figure 1.6. Examples of external field driven assemblies. A) Chaining of PS microspheres 

using dielectrophoresis.
157

  B) Staggered chain formation of metallodielectric Janus particles 

using dielectrophoresis.
157

  C) Chaining of magnetic composite particles in a magnetic field 

(arrow indicates field direction) where particles exhibit directional preference in the field.
138
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D) 800 nm PS spheres (in water) assembled into a star configuration with dynamic optical 

trapping patterns.
153

 

  

1.5 Applications 

 There are numerous applications that utilize manipulated colloids, and a few of these 

applications are showcased in this section.  Some of these applications rely exclusively on 

colloidal technology, such as magnetorheological and electrorheological fluids, while others 

have found varying measures of success with alternate technologies, such as photonic crystal 

fabrication. The applications also vary with respect to their commercial success. Table 1.1 

outlines these applications.   

 

1.5.1 Smart Fluids 

Both magnetorheological (MR) and electrorheological (ER) fluids are referred to as 

smart fluids because they exhibit significant resistance to flow upon the application of an 

external field due to the formation of particle chains oriented parallel to the direction of the 

field.  The properties of these fluids depend strongly and reversibly on the applied field.  In 

both cases, the carrier liquid is typically silicone oil.  Of the two, MR fluids dominate the 

smart fluid field in terms of commercial applications.  MR fluids are used widely in 

automotive applications, such as controllable suspension struts, seat dampers and in rotary 

brakes.  ER fluids, however, have not achieved commensurate commercial success.
1, 158
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1.5.2 Photonic Crystals 

A photonic crystal is a regularly structured material that exhibits a strong interaction 

with light.
159

  Photonic crystals can be fabricated from the assembly and crystallization of 

particles.  For example, monodisperse spherical particles can be assembled by sedimentation 

to form a fcc colloidal crystal.  Infiltration of a high dielectric constant material into the 

interstitial spaces, followed by etching of the spherical particles, produces a high dielectric 

constant inverse opal photonic crystal structure.  In addition, as some metal nanoparticles 

exhibit strong surface plasmon resonances in the visible wavelength range, assemblies of 

ordered arrays of interacting metallic nanoparticles can result in interesting novel optical 

responses.
160

  One dimensional photonic crystals, using particle technology, are 

commercially available in thin film optics.  There have been several start-up companies with 

photonic crystals as a major research and development focus, and though 3D periodic 

photonic crystals, such as opals, are sold, they have been largely for research purposes and 

not engineering applications.
161

   

 

1.5.3 Micro-electronics 

Light-emitting diodes and field-effect transistors are just some of the microelectronic 

devices that can be fabricated by manipulating colloidal particles (nanowires and other 

device components).  The components can be effectively manipulated with fluidic assembly, 

magnetic fields and dielectrophoresis, for example.
106

  In particular, fluidic assembly has 

been successfully applied to the manufacture of radio frequency identification (RFID) 

tags.
106, 162
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1.5.4 Micro-Pumps and Micro-Motors for Lab-on-a-Chip Machinery 

 Well-controlled micro-devices are desirable components of microfluidic systems and 

colloidal particles can act as these device components.  Kavcic et al. designed a micropump 

from superparamagnetic colloidal spheres where the spheres were assembled using an 

external magnetic field and then the rotor was powered using dielectrophoresis.
144

  Biswal 

and Gast assembled paramagnetic particles into chains and used magnetic actuation for rapid 

and controlled mixing in microchannels.
143

  Optical traps can also be used to manipulate 

colloidal particles to perform as valves and pumps in microfluidic devices.
163

  

 

 1.5.5 Colloidal Surfactants 

 Pickering emulsions, where particles accumulate at the interface between two 

immiscible liquids and stabilize the emulsion drops against coalescence by forming a 

mechanically robust monolayer at the liquid-liquid interface,
83

 have been used industrially 

for many years, for example in crude oil recovery and cosmetic preparations.
164

  Particles 

adsorb to the liquid-liquid interface typically because they are wetted by both liquids.  

Chemical anisotropy can increase the efficiency of adsorption, for example amphiphilic 

Janus particles adsorb more easily than their isotropic counterparts because of their 

amphiphilicity, and they adsorb more strongly than molecular surfactants because of their 

size.
83

  Thus it is expected that Janus particles, with both chemical and shape anisotropy, 

would produce better emulsions for the many industrial processes and products that use 

emulsion technology.   
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1.5.6 In vivo Transport/Therapeutic Delivery 

 Controlling the transport of drug delivery vectors is an important challenge in disease 

treatment.  External fields have been used to try to address this issue.  Magnetic fields can be 

used to manipulate particles in simulated blood flow conditions using very strong 

electromagnets, such as a low Tc superconducting coil.
165

  Also, magnetofection uses 

magnetic fields to efficiently and reliably introduce nucleic acids to various cell types.
166

  

Electric fields can also be used to manipulate particles in living systems.  For example, 

iontophoresis has been used to enhance the penetration of drug-loaded nanoparticles into 

ocular structures, where the mechanism for particle mobility may involve electrorepulsion, 

electroosmosis and current-induced tissue damage.
167

  Particle design is also a key parameter 

in transport and therapeutic delivery.  For example, chemical modification of the particle 

surface with targeting ligands increases the probability that the particle is taken up by the 

target cells.
168

  Additionally, the mechanical properties of the particle affect its ability to 

circulate in blood vessels and traverse the tumor vasculature.
169

  

 

1.5.7 Particle-based Display Technologies 

 Particle-based displays are an emerging technology that depends greatly on particle 

properties and particle manipulation.  Building on the ground-breaking work of Comiskey et 

al.
2
 in the development of electrophoretic image display (EPID) technology, researchers have 

pursued the fabrication of stable, flexible and inexpensive EPIDs to replace conventional 

paper.
170, 171

  This technology has been commercialized by E-Ink Corporation,
172

 and has 
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been used in electronic book products.  Other display technologies, such as AC-

electroluminescent displays,
3
 are also being explored.  

 

Table 1.1. Selected applications that utilize controlled colloidal manipulation techniques 

Application 
Method of 

Manipulation 

Non-colloidal 

alternatives 
Commercialization Refs. 

Smart fluids 
Magnetic, electric 

fields 
none 

Yes; e.g. automotive 

industry 
1 

Photonic crystals 

Convective 

assembly, 

templating, external 

fields 

Lithography 
Yes, but largely for 

research purposes 
161 

Microelectronics 

External fields, 

fluidic assembly, 

templating 

Lithography 
Yes, e.g. RFID 

manufacture 
106 

Colloidal 

surfactants 

Capillary forces; 

particle design 

Molecular 

surfactants 

Commodity, not 

high value, e.g. 

cosmetic preparation 

83, 

84 

Micro-machinery 

in microfluidics 

Magnetic, 

electrical, optical 

fields 

Channel 

geometry, 

peristaltic 

pumping etc. 

No 
143, 

163 

In vivo transport/ 

Therapeutic 

delivery 

Magnetic/electric 

fields; particle 

design 

Non-

particulate 

methods of 

treatment 

No 

165, 

167, 

169 

Particle-based 

displays 
Electric fields 

Liquid crystal 

displays, light 

emitting diode 

displays etc. 

Yes; e-books etc 2, 3 

 

1.6 Summary 

Smart, multifunctional materials are needed for numerous applications in both 

materials and life sciences, and this has kindled a great deal of interest in the fabrication and 

manipulation of colloidal particles.  Furthermore, the need for tailored particles has far 
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exceeded what can be supplied commercially today.  Commodity colloids, capable of being 

produced at a capacity of 1 million metric tons per year by the leading suppliers (Dow, Rohm 

and Haas, BASF), are used in paints, glues, inks, among other household items.
173

  On a 

relatively smaller scale, higher quality, more expensive particles are supplied (largely for 

research purposes) by a number of relatively smaller companies (Interfacial Dynamics, 

Polysciences, Duke Scientific, etc.).
173

  Xia et al. provides a longer, more detailed list of high 

quality particle suppliers.
9
  Though very costly, it is also possible to have particles 

customized to have specific properties.  These particles, however, are all spherical.  

Anisotropically-shaped metal nanoparticles are commercially available, such as gold 

nanorods and nanowires from Sigma-Aldrich.
174

  Many emerging particle fabrication 

techniques were mentioned in this chapter and though much has been achieved, each process 

has its drawbacks, be it materials specificity, low production yields or particle size 

limitations.  Thus, there is still the challenge of scaling up the production of highly tailored 

particles.  This is the focus of small companies, such as Liquidia Technologies.
175

  Velegol et 

al. proposed that one approach to address the particle demand is for small companies to 

develop  “colloidal microfactories” for adaptable batch unit operations of high-value 

specialty colloidal products to meet the niche market, by producing on a 10 -100 g/batch 

scale with a rapid turnaround time.
173

  

As described in this chapter, researchers are working actively to meet the challenge of 

controlled particle manipulation.  Depending on the application, the techniques discussed can 

be used independently to control the growth of particle assemblies or particle movement, 

however, greater control can be achieved if multiple techniques are combined for a more 

effective and comprehensive process.  For example, many of the catalytic systems for 
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particle propulsion described in Section 1.3.2,  can be enhanced with steering capabilities by 

the addition of a magnetic component, such as nickel, in the particle composition.
97, 98

  These 

guided nanomotors have been shown to perform functions such as loading and unloading 

cargo.
147, 176

  

For many of these manipulation processes, the transition to an industrial setting is not 

straightforward, especially as there are, in some cases, established alternate technologies that 

can achieve similar outcomes.  For example, for applications that require 2D micro- and 

nano-structures, mature lithographic techniques, such as photolithography, are appealing 

alternatives to less established processes such as the controlled sedimentation of particles, 

where defects are more likely to occur.   
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2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 PRINT
®
 Technology 

The Particle Replication in Non-Wetting Templates (PRINT) technology has emerged 

as a remarkable particle fabrication tool for the generation of highly tailored micro- and 

nanoparticles.  Developed by the DeSimone research group, the process utilizes 

perfluoropolyether (PFPE) elastomeric molds to generate ordered arrays of micro- and nano-

particles of varying composition, shape, size, mechanical properties and surface chemistry.
1, 2

  

These PFPE elastomers exhibit high gas permeability, extremely low surface energies, 

excellent solvent resistance, excellent release properties, and high thermal stability.
3
  

Furthermore, the molecular weight between crosslinks can be systematically varied, and as a 

result, the PFPE elastomers can accurately mold to within 1 nm resolution.
4
  The PRINT 

process is such a versatile and general technology that it is compatible with a broad range of 

particle compositions, from sensitive biologically active materials requiring extremely mild 

conditions to the relatively harsh chemistries of ceramics.
5, 6

   

The major steps in the PRINT process include (1) mold fabrication, (2) mold filling 

and particle formation and (3) particle harvesting.  To make the mold, master templates with 

the features of interest are required.  Templates are fabricated by etching features into a 

silicon wafer using standard lithographic techniques common to the electronics industry.  A 

small amount of the PFPE precursor, containing a photoinitiator, is applied to the template 

where it spreads to wet each feature.  A poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) film is placed 

over the PFPE precursor and then it is cured when exposed to UV radiation.  The resulting 

mold, when peeled away from the master, has inverse features to that on the master.  The 

particle precursor liquid is then dropped onto the patterned mold surface.  The precursor is 
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spread over the mold surface using a high surface energy polymeric sheet (usually PET) and 

roller as shown in Figure 2.1 A-B.  The precursor fills the mold cavities via capillary forces 

and the excess liquid is pulled away by the higher surface energy polymeric sheet.  Once the 

sheet is completely removed, the mold cavities are left full with liquid, with no liquid on the 

land area between cavities.  The particle precursor in the mold cavities is then solidified via a 

suitable process, such as polymerization, solvent evaporation, phase change, etc.  There are 

different options for the particle harvesting step, depending on the composition and size of 

the particles.  One approach is to laminate the mold onto a sacrificial adhesive, such as 

polycyanoacrylate, poly(vinyl alcohol) or poly(vinyl pyrrolidone).  The mold can be pulled 

away, leaving an array of particles on the adhesive layer.  The particles can be released into 

solution by dissolving the adhesive.  All of these steps are shown schematically in Figure 2.1.   

 

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of the PRINT process.  A) Roller is brought into 

contact with the particle precursor and the mold; B) Roller evenly distributes the precursor 

into cavities of mold.  Excess liquid is pulled away by the high surface energy polymer sheet; 

C) Liquid is solidified in the mold to form particles; D) Particles are removed from the mold; 

E) Particles are collected in solution. 
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2.1.2 Solid Surface Energy Measurements 

The PRINT process relies extensively on the surface properties of the PFPE 

elastomeric mold, thus a fundamental understanding of the surface energies of PFPE 

elastomers is desired. These elastomers are prepared by photocuring the precursor polymer, 

perfluoropolyether dimethacrylate, PFPE-DMA (Figure 2.2).  Previous Zisman analyses 

determined that the critical surface tension, c, of the PFPE elastomer (molecular weight 

between crosslinks = 4000 g/mol) is 8.6 mN/m.
7
  The Zisman analysis entails plotting the 

cosines of the contact angles () of several liquids as a function of their surface tensions and 

extrapolating to cos  = 1.
8
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Figure 2.2. Chemical structure of PFPE-DMA 

The critical surface tension, c, is a measure of the surface free energy of the solid, sv, 

but it does not necessarily equal sv. The relationship between c and sv is shown in Equation 

2.1.  For nonpolar solids, however, c equals sv to a first approximation.  Zisman and 

collaborators estimated surface energies for different functional groups.
9
  For surfaces 

characteristic of the groups: -CH2-, -CH3, -CF2- and -CF3, the critical surface tensions were 

found to be 31, 22, 18, and 6 mN/m, respectively.  Based on this evidence, c of PFPE should 

be close to 18 mN/m.  As a first step in understanding the huge disparity between the 

expected and experimental values, the solid surface free energy of PFPE elastomers was 

measured using a contact mechanics method that complements the contact angle 

measurements used in the Zisman analysis. The method is known as the JKR test.  
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slsvc       Equation 2.1 

where sl is the surface energy of the solid-liquid interface. 

In 1971, Johnson, Kendall and Roberts developed the JKR theory,
10

 which is a 

technique that has been routinely used to determine surface energies, sv, of relatively low 

modulus materials such as polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS.
9
  Moreover the JKR test is one of 

the few methods available for the direct determination of the surface free energy and work of 

adhesion between solids.
11, 12

  The test consists of bringing two elastomeric surfaces into 

contact and measuring the deformation that results due to adhesion forces.  For contact 

between two spherical elastomeric objects, the JKR model predicts the following relationship 

between the radius of contact deformation, a, and the surface and external forces:  

   5.023 363 WRWRPWRP
K

R
a  








  Equation 2.2 
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RRR
     Equation 2.4 

where P is the external load, W is the work of adhesion, R1 and R2 are the radii of curvature 

of the two spheres, K is the elastic modulus, E1 and E2 are the Young’s moduli of the two 

objects, and 1 and 2 are the Poisson ratios.  The most common geometry for this 

experiment however, is the contact of a sphere with a flat surface as indicated by Figure 2.3.  

In this case, the radius of curvature of the surface is infinity and R becomes the radius of 

curvature of the sphere. 
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Figure 2.3. Contact interaction of a semi-sphere and planar surface, where the radius of 

deformation, a, is a function of the load, P. 
9
 

 

2.1.3 Capillary Flow  

The phenomenon of capillary flow is utilized in the PRINT process in the important 

mold filling step.  Washburn was one of the earliest physicists to study the dynamics of 

capillary flow.
13

  He derived equations to describe the spontaneous motion of a liquid-gas 

interface in an open-ended capillary, concluding that the distance traveled by the interface 

was proportional to the square root of time.  Other researchers have since studied capillary 

flow in closed-end microchannels and have noted that the ability of a liquid to penetrate a 

cavity depends on such factors as the contact angle () and the size and shape of the cavity.
14-

16
  Furthermore, whether the liquid entraps gas in the cavity or completely fills it depends on 

the permeability of the gas into the surrounding media.  For most cases studied, the channel 

material was not gas-permeable, so diffusion of the entrapped gas into the liquid significantly 

affected the filling of the closed-end capillary.  The general observations were that for a 

given cross-section, deeper micro-channels take longer to fill, the time taken to flood the 

micro-channel increased slightly with increasing cross-section, and increasing the contact 

angle increased the filling time for fixed channel dimensions.  

Capillary flow has been used in other molding processes.
17-19

  In particular, the 

procedure referred to as MIMIC (MicroMolding In Capillaries) developed by Whitesides 

and coworkers employed capillary flow to fill PDMS channels with different liquids to be 
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molded.
19

  It was found that if the cavity mouth angle is 90
o
, which is the case with most 

PRINT molds, capillary filling will only occur if the liquid to be molded has a contact angle 

less than 90
o
, meaning that the liquid is at least partially wetting the PFPE surface.  If the 

contact angle is greater than 90
o
 (non-wetting), additional forces are required to fill the cavity 

with the liquid. 

 

2.2 Research Objectives 

Given the importance of the PRINT process for the fabrication of engineered 

colloidal particles and particle arrays, it is necessary to have a clear understanding of the 

surface properties of the PFPE elastomer used as the molding material.  As a result, the PFPE 

elastomer was characterized using contact mechanics, specifically the JKR test, to determine 

the solid surface free energy.  The PFPE surface energy was measured as a function of PFPE 

molecular weight between crosslinks.  Additionally, the effect of solvent extractions was 

determined.  Modulus and water contact angle data were also obtained to complete the 

analysis.  

One integral step in the PRINT process is the scum-free filling of the PFPE molds.  

The PRINT process utilizes the phenomenon of capillary flow to fill the PFPE molds, which 

is possible because of PFPE’s extremely low surface energy and high gas permeability.  

Consequently, the phenomenon of capillary flow in PFPE channels was investigated with 

microscopy.  Dead-end PFPE microchannels of varying lengths were studied and compared 

to polydimethylsiloxane and glass microchannels. 
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2.3 Experimental  

2.3.1 PFPE Synthesis 

For this study, different molecular weight PFPE-DMAs were synthesized; Mn 1000 

(1K), 4000 (4K), 2  4000 (24K) and 3  4000 (34K) g/mol. The PFPE diol (either 1K or 

4K g/mol), obtained from Solvay Solexis, was converted to the dimethacrylate by treating 

with isocyanatoethyl methacrylate (Sigma-Aldrich) in the presence of the catalyst, 

diazabicycloundecene (Sigma-Aldrich) (Figure 2.4). To double or triple the length of the 

PFPE, a chain extension reaction was performed using isophorone diisocyanate (Sigma-

Aldrich) as a linker group (Figure 2.5). The extended diol could then be converted to the 

dimethacryate as shown in Figure 2.4.  All reactions were carried out in the solvent, 1,1,1-

3,3-pentafluorobutane (solkane).  

To crosslink PFPE-DMA, 0.1 wt % 2,2-diethoxyacetophenone (Sigma-Aldrich) was 

added and UV-cured under nitrogen purge (Figure 2.4).  Rectangular PFPE samples (1 mm 

thick) were prepared by curing the PFPE-DMA on silicon wafers.  The samples were 

extracted in solkane to remove any sol fraction from the samples.  To achieve this, soxhlet 

extractions were carried out on the samples for 18 hours followed by vacuum drying the 

samples at room temperature for 4 hours.   
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Figure 2.4. Reaction scheme for PFPE-DMA from the PFPE diol 
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Figure 2.5. Chain extension reaction to form 2 PFPE diol 

 

2.3.2 Contact Angle and Mechanical Characterization of PFPE Elastomers 

All elastomers were characterized by mechanical testing and contact angle 

measurements.  The Instron was used to determine the tensile modulus of the elastomers.  

Rectangular samples were stretched at a constant extension rate of 10 mm/min until break.  

The data obtained in the first 2% strain was used to calculate the tensile modulus.  A contact 

angle goniometer was used to measure advancing and receding water contact angles on PFPE 
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by the sessile drop method.  The measurements were conducted on both surfaces of the 

PFPE: nitrogen-exposed surface and silicon-exposed surface. 

Water contact angle data is shown in Table 2.1.  It is evident that the advancing 

contact angles on the N2-exposed surfaces are significantly higher than on the silicon-

exposed surface.  Priola et al. observed similar differences in contact angles in PFPE 

elastomeric surfaces exposed to glass and air.
20

  They concluded, based on XPS analyses, 

that there was a slight surface composition asymmetry between the two surfaces with the air 

side having higher fluorine content.  They determined that this was the major cause for the 

contact angle differences. 

 

Table 2.1 Water contact angle data 

PFPE DMA 

(solvent extracted) 

N2-exposed surface Si-exposed surface 

Advancing Receding Advancing Receding 

1K/4K Blend (1:1) 119.7  1.9 52.2  2.3 104.1  2.5 59.7  2.7 

4K 127.9  1.0 44.7  4.0 114.9  2.3 68.4  3.3 

24K 131.0  2.3 34.9  4.0 114.5  0.7 66.8  1.1 

34K 127.8  1.1 40.2  4.7 115.7  2.1 46.1 0.9 

 

2.3.3 JKR Studies 

2.3.3.1 Experimental Procedure 

PFPE planar sheets and lenses were prepared for the JKR experiments.  The planar 

sheets (2 mm thick) were prepared by UV curing the precursor liquids on a silicon wafer for 

2 minutes while purging with N2.  To fabricate PFPE lenses, PDMS lenses were first 

prepared using the Sylgard


 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit (Dow Corning), which contains two 
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components: a base and a curing agent.  The two components were combined in a 10:1 

weight ratio (base : curing agent), then degassed in a vacuum oven for two hours.  Small 

drops of the mixture were placed on glass slides treated with trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-

perfluorooctyl)silane, then polymerized at 110 
o
C for one hour.  The slides were fluorinated 

to ensure that the PDMS had a finite contact angle on the glass to form the lenses.  The radii 

of curvature of the lenses ranged from 1 mm – 1.5 mm.  The PFPE precursor was poured 

over the elastomeric lenses to make a mold of the lenses.  After photopolymerization, the 

PDMS lenses were removed from the PFPE mold.  The PFPE mold was then filled with more 

of the PFPE precursor liquid and UV cured in N2.  This preparation is described 

schematically in Figure 2.6.  The samples were handled as little as possible to reduce the 

amount of debris on the surfaces.  Some of the lenses and surfaces were extracted in solkane 

to remove any sol fraction from the samples. 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Preparation of PFPE lenses 
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To determine the radius of curvature of the prepared lenses, Equation 2.5 was used 

where R is the radius of curvature and d and h are horizontal and vertical distances 

respectively as indicated in Figure 2.7. 

h

dh
R

82

2

               Equation 2.5 

 

Figure 2.7. Optical side view image of the PFPE lens 

 

Figure 2.8 is a simplified representation of the JKR experimental apparatus.  The 

planar sheets were placed on the balance, and the lens was placed on the PDMS coated glass 

slide.  Before the experiment, the lens was brought into contact with the sheet in order to find 

and focus on the contact area.  Once in focus, the lens was raised just above the surface and 

the balance was tared.  As soon as the stage was lowered, the video capture and the mass data 

collection were started simultaneously.  When the maximum specified load was achieved, the 

stage motion was immediately reversed, and stopped only when the lens had pulled-off the 

surface.  The contact radius was measured at specific time intervals from the video images to 

correspond with the collected mass data. 

For some extracted samples, both surfaces of the planar elastomeric sheet were tested.  

For each elastomer, parameters such as motor speed (for the translating stage), and maximum 

load were varied in order to obtain the most reproducible results.  Measurements were taken 
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during loading and unloading.  For all samples except 1K, the maximum load was 

approximately 0.002 N. For 1K, the maximum load was approximately 0.005 N, as the 1K 

PFPE modulus was much higher than the other PFPE samples.  For each elastomer, the test 

was repeated a minimum of three times to ensure reproducibility. 

 

 

Figure 2.8. Schematic representation of the JKR experimental apparatus 

 

To analyze the data, the linear form of the JKR Equation
21

 was used: 

2
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2

3

2
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K
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Ka

P

R

a 
  Equation 2.6 

A plot of a
3/2

/R versus P/a
3/2

 is a straight line. K was determined from the reciprocal of the 

slope and W was determined using Equation 2.6.  The solid surface energy, sv, of the 

elastomer is half the work of adhesion, i.e. 

2

W
sv      Equation 2.7 
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Young’s modulus was also calculated from the JKR data using Equation 2.3.  In the case of 

an incompressible solid where there is no change in volume upon deformation,   ½, and so 

the relationship between E and K simplifies to:  

E = 
8

9 K     Equation 2.8  

 

2.3.3.2 Results and Discussion 

Figure 2.9 is a typical example of the JKR plots generated for the different 

elastomers.  It displays the loading and unloading curves for the 34K PFPE elastomer.  

Most samples exhibited the adhesion hysteresis observed in Figure 2.9.  The JKR theory does 

not predict hysteresis.  This hysteresis has been attributed to numerous factors including 

chemical reactions between surface molecular groups, specific interactions between 

functional groups, the formation of entanglements across the interface, and the action of 

capillary forces due to ambient humidity.
12

  As the unloading curves did not strictly follow 

JKR behavior, only the loading curves were used to estimate W and K.  
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Figure 2.9. Plot of a
3/2

/R versus P/a
3/2

 for 34K PFPE  

The only samples that did not exhibit the adhesion hysteresis were the 4K PFPE 

samples extracted in solkane.  Figure 2.10 shows that the loading and unloading curves 

superimposed for extracted 4K PFPE. 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Plot of a
3/2

/R versus P/a
3/2

 for extracted 4K PFPE  
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From the raw JKR data, E and sv values were calculated using Equations 2.6-2.8.  

Table 2.2 shows the calculated results from samples tested without solvent extraction.  Also 

shown in the table are tensile modulus values determined from Instron measurements and c 

values determined previously using a Zisman analysis.  Tensile moduli data are included to 

verify the accuracy of the JKR test.  For most samples, the moduli were comparable from 

both techniques.  

 

Table 2.2. Results for unextracted PFPE samples  

PFPE DMA Tensile 

Modulus 

(MPa)
a
 

Young’s Modulus, 

E (MPa) (JKR 

test) 

Critical Surface 

Tension, c, mNm
-1

 

(Zisman analysis)
b
 

Surface energy, 

sv, mNm
-1

 (JKR 

test) 

1K 99.9  8.7 105.2  6.4 14.6 10.1  0.9 

4K 7.7  0.6 11.8  0.9 8.1 13.1  2.3 

1K/ 4K 

Blend 
33.6  3.0 29.3  1.8 10.3 7.5  1.5 

24K 2.0  0.1 2.9  0.1 15.1 18.4  0.4 

34K 0.8  0.03 0.84  0.02 16.3 19.5  1.3 

a
 Instron measurements   

b
 c data reproduced from reference 

7
 

 

Table 2.3 displays the E and sv values calculated for samples extracted in solkane.  It 

is important to note that the values of E determined when both surfaces of the same material 

tested are in very good agreement, as the modulus is a bulk property and should be 

independent of the surface tested.  There was, however, a general increase in the Young’s 

modulus, E, for extracted samples when compared to Table 2.2.  A small increase in E was 
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expected because the sol fraction can act as a diluent, weakening the elastomer.
12

  However, 

Instron measurements of extracted PFPE samples did not correlate with the values obtained 

by the JKR tests.  This could indicate a systematic error for this set of experiments.  The 

surface energies of the two surfaces (nitrogen exposed and silicon exposed) were, however, 

significantly different, where the silicon-exposed surface had the higher surface energy.  This 

was anticipated based on previously collected contact angle data.  The N2-exposed surface 

energies were not as low as indicated in Table 2.2 for unextracted samples.  This could be a 

systematic error, though these surface energies for the N2-exposed surface can be more easily 

explained in terms of the presence of CF2 groups in the elastomer.  

 

Table 2.3. Results for PFPE samples extracted in solkane  

PFPE DMA 

(extracted) 

Tensile 

Modulus 

(MPa)
a
 

N2-exposed surface Si-exposed surface 

E (MPa) sv, mNm
-1

 E (MPa) sv, mNm
-1

 

1K/ 4K 

Blend (1:1) 

39 49.6  0.5 14.7  1.1 51.8  1.8 18.8  2.3 

4K 8.4 12.9  0.4 17.0  1.0 14.0  0.7 21.9  2.7 

24K 2.4 3.4  0.08 22.9  0.5 3.5  0.1 29.3  3.9 

34K 0.86 1.2  0.1 17.6  0.9 1.2  0.04 23.1  1.9 

a
 Instron measurements 

 

For extracted 4K PFPE, no adhesion hysteresis was observed (Figure 2.10).  This is 

not a common result reported in the literature for extracted samples.  In many reported cases, 

there is an increase in adhesion hysteresis after extraction.
12, 22, 23

  Mason and collaborators 

studied the adhesion hysteresis in PDMS elastomers and noted that only lenses that had been 
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extracted in toluene displayed the hysteresis.
12

  Based on their experiments, they concluded 

that extraction produces hysteresis by removing the free chains, which normally lubricate the 

interface, inhibiting the adhesion mechanism.  In this case, there must be a different 

mechanism occurring for the PFPE elastomers. 

The JKR test confirmed the low surface energies of the PFPE DMA elastomers, 

however for more accurate results, there needed to be an improvement in the preparation of 

the lenses.  Recall from contact angle measurements that the surface the PFPE is cured 

against affects the surface properties.  Since the PFPE lenses were cured in a PFPE mold, the 

surface properties were different from curing in N2.  As a result, the simple JKR equations 

employed to determine the surface energies would not have sufficed, since the two surfaces 

were different.  An alternative in preparing the lenses would be to coat glass lenses with 

PFPE, ensuring that the PFPE is directly exposed to N2 during curing.  

Also, the effect of the dangling ends on the surface properties of the PFPE network is 

not well understood.  One proposed study is to systematically incorporate known amounts of 

monofunctional PFPE chains to the PFPE precursor solution and study the effects on the 

surface energy and modulus.  A similar study was carried out with PDMS elastomers; 

Amouroux et al. observed that the adhesion hysteresis increased with the amount of dangling 

chains supporting the conclusion that PDMS adhesion hysteresis is caused by bridging of the 

interface by pendant chains in the network.
24
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2.3.4 Capillary Flow Experiments 

2.3.4.1 Experimental Procedure 

Masters were fabricated with the inverse channel pattern in the photoresist, SU-8 50.  

Each master contained 4 micro-channels with reservoirs of the following lengths: 2 mm, 5 

mm, 10 mm and 20 mm.  The cross-section of these channels was 25 m  25 m.  These 

masters were used to mold PFPE and PDMS channels.  Once removed from the masters, inlet 

reservoirs (diameter = 0.6 cm) were punched out using a metal pipe.  The channels were 

covered with another layer of the elastomer, and sealed using the physical adhesion between 

the two layers of PFPE (or PDMS).  The glass micro-channels were isotropically etched, and 

as a result were not rectangular but had a trapezoidal cross-section (height 13.3 m  60 m 

top width  35.9 m base width). 

A test solution of polyethylene glycol dimethacrylate (PEG-DMA) containing 0.25 

wt% rhodamine B dye was prepared.  This monomer solution was used to closely reflect 

mold filling with polymerizable monomers.  The PEG-DMA was used directly (containing 

100 ppm MEHQ).  The solution was dropped into the reservoirs of the dead-end channels 

(Figure 2.11).  The start time, t = 0, was defined as the moment the solution came into 

contact with the channel inlet.  The filling of the channel was monitored by fluorescence and 

optical microscopy.  Distance versus time curves were generated for the different channel 

lengths and compositions.  
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Figure 2.11. Experimental set-up for capillary flow experiment 

 

2.3.4.2 Results and Discussion 

Figure 2.12 shows the flow profile for capillary filling of dead-end PFPE 

microchannels. For all channel lengths, there was initially a high entrance velocity, which 

decreased as the interface traveled further into the channel.  Also, it was observed that the 

longer the channel, the longer the time required to fill the channel.  The filling occurred only 

from the open end of the channel meaning there was no bilateral filling as observed by 

others.
15, 16 

Capillary flow in PFPE was compared to that in PDMS.  For channels of the same 

dimensions (25m  25m  6 mm), the PEG solution filled the PDMS channel faster 

(Figure 2.12a).  The PEG advancing contact angles were found to be 83.6
o
  2.0

o
 for PFPE 

and 80.5
o
  3.2

o
 for PDMS.  PEG has a slightly higher advancing contact angle on PFPE, but 

the two values are within statistical error.  In Table 2.4, gas permeabilities for PFPE and 

PDMS are presented.  PDMS was slightly more gas permeable, but again the difference was 
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not very significant.  Over time, it was observed that the rhodamine dye from the PEG 

solution slowly partitioned into the PDMS walls of the channel.  The leaching of the dye may 

have affected the flow profile since it would have decreased the viscosity of the PEG 

solution.  

The capillary filling of glass microchannels was also observed.  The data was not 

included in Figure 2.12b because for a glass channel of similar dimensions (recall that the 

shape of glass channels were different), it took over two weeks to fill.  In fact, it took days 

for the liquid to even begin to penetrate the channel.  This experiment however, confirms that 

the permeability of the channel material is a very important factor in the rate of capillary 

filling.
 

 

 

Figure 2.12. (a) Advancing liquid-air interface in dead-end PFPE micro-channels of different 

lengths and (b) Advancing liquid-air interface in dead-end PFPE and PDMS microchannels 

(25 m  38 m  6 mm) 
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Table 2.4. Permeability of PFPE compared with PDMS
25

 

Permeant Permeability 

[cm
3
(STP).cm]/[(cm

2
).s.cmHg] 

PFPE PDMS 

N2 260 253 

O2 486 549 

CO2 1630 2700 

 

It should be noted that there were numerous problems with reproducibility during the 

course of these experiments.  Initially, deinhibited PEG solutions were used but under the 

microscope objective, the solutions began to polymerize while filling the channel, changing 

the viscosity and thus the flow profile.  Even after changing to inhibited solutions, flow 

profiles were not reproducible from experiment to experiment.  One of the possible reasons 

for this is that the region under the microscope got progressively hotter with each 

experiment, thus changing the temperature which will affect both the gas permeability and 

solution viscosity.  Another factor not monitored during the experiments was the humidity, 

which can potentially affect the permeability.  

The spontaneous filling of PFPE and PDMS dead-end micro-channels has been 

confirmed by optical and fluorescence microscopy.  Difficulties with reproducibility 

prevented the data from being used to predict flow behavior.    

 

2.4 Conclusion 

Fundamental studies on the properties of perfluoropolyether elastomers were 

conducted.  Even though JKR studies have previously been used to study different 

elastomers, such as PDMS, these are the first JKR studies on the PFPE elastomers.  The 
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studies confirmed the low surface energy of PFPE.  Furthermore, it was found that the 

surface properties were dependent on molecular weight between crosslinks and solvent 

extraction.  Issues with PFPE lens preparation likely led to some of the error observed in the 

measurements.   The use of glass beads as supports for the PFPE lenses would likely improve 

reproducibility.  The capillary flow behavior in PFPE dead-end microchannels was also 

studied.  For a PEG monomer liquid, both PFPE and PDMS exhibited similar capillary flow 

properties, however as many organic compounds partition into PDMS it is not as suitable as 

PFPE with all solvent systems.  
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Electrical Manipulation of PRINT particles 
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3.1 Specific research objectives 

Electric (E) field manipulation of micron-sized particles was investigated in this 

research to assemble and drive particle motion using two approaches: dielectrophoresis and 

electrophoresis.  As described in Chapter 1, E fields represent a valuable tool for the external 

manipulation of colloids.  Given the particle fabrication control of the PRINT process, 

uniquely designed particles can be studied and manipulated by such fields.  With the 

exception of a few biological systems, such as cells, virus particles and bacteria,
1-5

 the effect 

of particle shape has not been well-studied in E fields.  Thus, the E-field induced assembly 

and motion of highly shape-specific and anisotropic polymeric particles were studied.  

Dielectrophoretic studies were conducted on micron-sized monodisperse anisotropic 

polymer particles, with disc, rod, hexnut and boomerang shapes.  Investigations were focused 

on aqueous suspensions of these PRINT particles when subjected to alternating current (AC) 

E fields.  A coplanar electrode configuration, similar to that used by Velev et al., was 

employed.
6-8

  Particle assemblies were monitored with fluorescence microscopy.  Particle 

motion in DC E fields was also investigated.  Both rigid rod and deformable disk particles 

were driven in confined geometries due to electroosmosis. 

 

3.2 Dielectrophoretic Assembly of PRINT Particles 

3.2.1 Particle Fabrication and Characterization 

Unless otherwise stated, the following reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

and used as received: 2,2-diethoxyacetophenone (DEAP), 2-aminoethyl methacrylate 

hydrochloride (AEM), fluorescein o-acrylate, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 

hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB).  Trimethylolpropane ethoxylate (14/3 
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EO/OH) triacrylate (Mn = 912 g/mol) was de-inhibited using adsorption alumina (Fisher).  1-

vinyl-2-pyrrolidinone (VP) was distilled prior to use.  2-propanol (Fisher) and acetone 

(Fisher) were both filtered with a 0.2 m nylon filter (Millipore) prior to use.  Cyanoacrylate 

adhesive (Zap CA PT-08, Pacer Technologies) was used as received.  The perfluoropolyether 

(PFPE) prepolymer resin (Fluorocur
®
, Liquidia Technologies, Inc.) was mixed with 0.1% 

(w/v) DEAP photoinitiator before use.  Double-sided adhesive slide separators (SS1X9, 

Grace BioLabs) were used with standard 1x3 glass slides (Fisher Scientific) for preparation 

of the dielectrophoresis (DEP) cell. The untreated side of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) 

sheets (Melinex 453, DuPont) was used for mold support and for monomer distribution and 

removal. 

Monomer composition: Particles were designed to have a cross-linked architecture 

with minimal swelling in aqueous solutions, and miscible with the other functional 

monomers.  The trifunctional monomer, trimethylolpropane ethoxylate triacrylate, was 

selected because of the amphiphilic nature of the ethylene oxide repeat unit and its high 

functionality.  Fluorescein o-acrylate was incorporated into the hydrogel matrix for 

fluorescence analysis. AEM was added to provide the particle with a positive zeta potential, 

and also to impart reactive moieties for further chemical functionalization if necessary.  The 

photoinitiator, DEAP, was used to initiate the photopolymerization in the presence of UV 

radiation.  The PFPE molds were filled as described in Chapter 2 and elsewhere
9-11

 and the 

monomer solution was converted to the hydrogel upon UV curing in the presence of 

nitrogen.  Particle arrays were harvested onto polycyanoacrylate. 

Particle purification:  After harvesting, particles were purified to remove residual 

polycyanoacrylate and other unwanted debris by repeatedly rinsing with acetone.  Initially, 
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particles were pelleted out of solution by centrifugation (5 minutes, 137G).  The supernatant 

was then decanted and the particles were resuspended by vortexing gently for 1 minute.  This 

process was repeated at least 5 times.  Particles were then gravimetrically filtered to remove 

any debris.  Finally a 100 L aliquot of the particle slurry in acetone was placed in a 

preweighed eppendorf tube and was dried in vacuo to determine the concentration of 

particles. 

Sample preparation:  In order to avoid particle aggregation, particles were never 

completely dried.  Instead, particle samples were prepared by combining 1.0% (w/v) CTAB 

solutions with particle/acetone slurries.  The solutions were then placed under vacuum to 

remove the excess acetone.  Final particle concentrations were as follows: hexnuts were 5 

mg/mL, rods were 10 mg/mL, disks were 20 mg/mL, and the boomerangs were 10 mg/mL.  

For DEP experiments, aliquots of 11 mL were placed in the sample cell.  Sample pH was 

between 5.5-6.5.  No buffer was added.   

The resulting PRINT particles were uniform in size and shape and were relatively 

stable in aqueous solution containing CTAB.  The tops of the particles were flat while the 

bottoms of the particles were slightly concave due to a meniscus that was formed during the 

mold filling process.  Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the particles are shown 

in Figure 3.1 with corresponding optical fluorescence images.  Particle sizes were calculated 

using PCI software with SEM images.   
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Figure 3.1. Representative scanning electron micrograph and fluorescent images of (from 

left to right) 2.5 x 1 m hexnut particles with 1 m hole, 1.6 x 1.6 x 5 m trapezoidal 

particles, 6.5 x 0.8 m disk-shaped particles and 9.6 x 3.4 x 1 m boomerang-shaped 

particles. Scale bars represent 2 m. 

 

3.2.2 Experimental Design and Set-up 

The electrodes were fabricated following various procedures described elsewhere.
6-8

  

Briefly, glass slides fit with a 1-2 mm wide adhesive mask were coated with 70-90 nm Pd/Au  

using a sputter coater (Model 108 Auto Sputter Coater, Cressington Scientific Instruments) to 

form two planar electrodes.  An adhesive circular spacer was placed over the electrodes.  A 

10-11 L aliquot of colloidal particle solution was placed on the surface of the slide and was 

sealed in place using a cover slip (1.5 Gold Seal).  The alternating electric field was produced 

by a wave function generator (Model 180 Function Generator, Wavetek) and then amplified 

(6824A DC Power Supply Amplifier, Hewlett Packard).  Field intensities ranged from 10-50 

V with square wave frequencies between 500-5000 Hz.  Experiments were typically run at 40 

– 50 V and 500 Hz.  The dielectrophoretic cell is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2. Illustration of the dielectrophoretic cell 

 

Imaging:  Individual particles were imaged using a Hitachi S-4700 scanning electron 

microscope.  The samples were dried from acetone slurry at room temperature in air and then 

coated with Pd/Au (3-5 nm) in the sputter coater. Particle alignment, packing, and 

crystallization were observed using a Zeiss Axioskop 2 MAT incident light microscope fitted 

with an AxioCam MR digital camera.  

Turbidity experiments:  Particle samples (5-20 mg/mL) were prepared in 0.2, 1.0, and 

5.0% (w/v) aqueous CTAB solution.  A cuvette (100 L, QS), with a path length of 1 cm, 

containing the particle sample was then vortexed and placed in a plate reader (Spectra Max 

M5, Molecular Devices).  A kinetic experiment was performed at 490 nm, reading 

absorbance every 30 s for 1 hour at 22 
o
C. All experiments were repeated three times to 

establish reproducibility.  The turbidity, , defined as the attenuation of the light beam by 

scattering when passing through a sample, was determined from Equation 3.1 below, where 

Io is the incident intensity of light, It the transmitted intensity, and l the optical path length. 

 = l
-1

ln(Io/It)    Equation 3.1 
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3.2.3 Results and Discussion 

In colloidal systems, unless strategies are employed to stabilize the particles either 

electrostatically or sterically, there is a tendency for particles to aggregate due to attractive 

van der Waals forces.  This was observed when the PRINT particles were suspended in 

water, as they aggregated rapidly in the absence of stabilizer.  In order to hinder aggregation, 

increasing amounts of CTAB were added to the particle suspension.  Generally, as CTAB 

concentration increased, particle stability increased (Figure 3.3).  In this manner, we were 

able to determine conditions for colloidal stability within the timeframe of the 

dielectrophoretic experiments.  Turbidity experiments showed that 1.0% (w/v) CTAB was 

adequate to slow particle aggregation and sedimentation of all the particle sizes studied 

sufficiently for our purposes (~5-10 minutes) (Figure 3.4).  

 

Figure 3.3. Turbidity measurements on 5 mg/mL hexnut suspensions at three CTAB 

concentrations: 0.2 wt%, 1.0 wt% and 5.0 wt%. 
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Observation by fluorescence microscopy revealed individually suspended particles, 

however, a small number of aggregates were observed in solution.  In these aggregates, the 

rods, hexnuts, and disks packed with their major axes parallel to one another.  These 

aggregates typically settled out of solution much faster than individual particles.  The 

trimethylolpropane ethoxylate triacrylate polymer used to synthesize the particles is denser 

than water with an estimated specific gravity of 1.2-1.3 at 25 
o
C, and, in general, the 

sedimentation rate for the particles depended on their size and shape: 40-50 minutes for the 

rods and hexnuts, 10-30 minutes for the boomerangs and disks.  In addition, the limited 

mobility of the aggregates affected their response to the applied AC field; this was especially 

prevalent for the larger particles.  Particle properties, including the estimated aggregation 

threshold times, are presented in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.4. Turbidity curves for aqueous particle suspensions containing 1.0 wt% CTAB 

where A) 5 mg/mL hexnut suspension, B) 10 mg/mL rod suspension, C) 20 mg/mL disk 

suspension and D) 10 mg/mL boomerang suspension 
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Table 3.1. Particle properties 

 

 

Dielectrophoretic alignment of particles in solution occurred when a nonuniform AC 

field was applied across two planar electrodes (Figure 3.2).  As expected for positive 

dielectrophoresis, when the field is turned on, the particles become polarized and are directed 

towards the region with the highest field intensity – the glass region between the electrodes. 

During this step, particles experienced a torque and were observed to reorient to a new stable 

position from their initial random orientation relative to the field. This electroorientation 

results in the alignment of particles with their longest axis parallel to the applied field ( = 

0), consistent with observations made by others.
5, 12

  Additionally, in the majority of cases, 

the particles’ second major axis (if there was one) was perpendicular to the normal of the 

plane of the electrode ( = 90), or in other words, the particles laid flat on the surface of the 

glass electrode.  Once the particles aligned with the field, they began to link together forming 
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chains.  This phenomenon is thought to be due to the interactions between the dipoles 

induced in the particles.
13

  Figure 3.5 shows the response of each of the particle shapes to the 

nonuniform AC field.  In each case, there was a definite change as the particle suspension 

changed from random to an ordered arrangement.  

 

Figure 3.5. Representative fluorescence images of randomly dispersed (A, C, E, G) and 

electrically aligned (B, D, F, H) particles with a 5 m scale bar.  Particles shown were 

aligned at 40-50 V and 500 Hz. 

 

Particle chains formed rapidly (10-20 seconds) and continued to grow as long as the 

field was on.  The initial chaining event for the rod particles is shown in Figure 3.6.  The 

speed of chaining appeared to be a function of the size of the particle with the smaller 

particles (hexnuts and rods) forming chains the fastest while the disks formed chains much 
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slower and the boomerangs formed no discernable chains.  Large chains of particles then 

moved slowly towards each other and formed large crystalline structures.  If the AC field was 

removed after being applied for only a short period (10-20 seconds), particles returned to a 

random state. However, if the field was applied for a longer period of time, aggregation and 

sedimentation of the particles began to take place.  This trapped some particles in permanent 

chains while bound to the surface of the glass cell.   

 

 

Figure 3.6. Evolution of chains as a function of time for rod particles, where each frame was 

taken every 2 seconds after application of the E field. 

  

Hexnut shaped particles, the smallest of the four particles shapes, aligned rapidly with 

the applied field.  The principle axis of the hexnut particle was 2.9 m from point-to-point 

(Table 3.1).  The particles initially formed chains in this fashion.  It was interesting, however, 
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to observe that the majority of hexnut chaining took on a slightly different conformation with 

the flat edges of the particles touching one another rather than just the tips, thus the second 

axis of the hexnuts (2.5 m) was found to be aligned parallel to the applied field.  This effect 

is most likely driven by the need to maximize surface interactions.  That is, it is more 

energetically favorable for the chains to undergo a slight modification from the most 

dielectrophoretically stable conformation to one that is slightly less favorable because of the 

stability gained from the dramatic increase in surface interactions.  Chains of hexnuts had 

two orientations.  The primary orientation was with the particles parallel to the AC field ( = 

0 for secondary axis) and perpendicular to the normal of the electrode plane ( = 90).  The 

second, and less common orientation was with particle chains parallel to the AC field and 

parallel to the normal of the electrode ( = 0).  While this chain orientation was regularly 

observed, the chains typically collapsed back into the plane of the electrode.  Over time, 

chains of hexnut particles moved towards each other and came into contact.  This process 

eventually formed large crystals of particles in a hexagonal close-packed pattern. 

Rod shaped particles, like the hexnut particles, responded rapidly to the 

dielectrophoretic force and aligned with their primary axis parallel to the AC field (Table 

3.1). As particles began to move through solution, some particles (9% ± 1%) were trapped 

perpendicular to the AC field ( = 90,  = 90).  Very few particles were observed with the 

long axis parallel to the normal of the electrode plane.  Long chains of the rods formed 

almost immediately parallel to the AC field.  As with the hexnuts, the chains of rods came 

together to form crystals.  Unlike the hexnuts, the rods formed a rectangular lattice (Figure 

3.7B).  It is interesting to note that in the absence of any defects (perpendicular particles) 

individual particles within adjacent chains came into registry with one another in a smectic-
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like manner.  This effect may be driven by the areas of high field intensity at the corners of 

the particles.   

The disk shaped particles rapidly settled out of solution and sat with their face flat on 

the glass surface in the absence of an AC field.  Once settled, the particles became difficult to 

move even at higher voltages.  The circular nature of the disk shaped particles gives them 

only one major axis (Table 3.1).  This is different from the particles mentioned above which 

both have at least two major axes that aligned with the applied field.  Alignment of the disc 

shaped particles manifested itself with the particles laying flat on the surface of the glass ( = 

0,  = 90).   In comparison to the smaller particles the disks slowly (30-60 seconds) formed 

short chains.  The chains had trouble moving and therefore crystallization was only observed 

a few times.  The crystals that formed were hexagonal close-packed in nature (Figure 3.7C). 
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Figure 3.7. Fluorescence images of aligned particles with applied AC electric field.  5 m 

scale bar.  Particles shown were aligned in a 40-50 V field at 500 Hz. 

 

Boomerang shaped particles exhibited unique behavior in comparison to the other 

particle shapes.  Similar to the other shapes, boomerangs typically laid flat in the plane of the 

electrode ( = 90).   But unlike the other shapes, the boomerangs had no preferential 
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orientation with respect to , which may be due to the symmetry in the particle shape (Table 

3.1).  Interestingly, the few boomerangs that did stand straight up aligned with the applied 

AC field ( = 0,  = 45).  These particles eventually tipped and fell back into the plane of 

the electrode ( = 90).  Although the boomerangs did not align in the presence of an applied 

AC field, they did adopt a number of interesting orientations in clusters (Figure 3.7 D i-iv).  

These clusters eventually grew large enough that some directionality was observed in which 

the clusters were aligned with the applied field.  Rapid sedimentation coupled with the 

unique shape of the particles prevented large-scale crystallization.   

All particle assemblies covered the entire glass surface between the electrodes.  Low 

magnification images of particle assemblies are shown in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8. Low magnification fluorescence images of particle alignment in nonuniform AC 

electric field for (A) hexnut, (B) rod, (C) disk and (D) boomerang shaped particle 

suspensions. 

 

While this study has focused primarily on crystallization of particles between the 

electrodes, crystallization on the electrodes was also observed.  This type of crystallization 

was only observed for the hexnut shaped particles.  These particles formed small hexagonal 

close-packed clusters that laid flat on the electrode surface (Figure 3.9A).  A large portion of 

the individual hexnut particles found on the electrode were oriented perpendicular to the 

surface of the electrode but had no significant preference for orientation otherwise.  The rod 

and disk shaped particles did not form crystals but did orient themselves perpendicular to the 
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plane of the electrode (Figure 3.9B).  Boomerang shaped particles did not exhibit any 

preferential alignment or crystallization on the electrode. 

 

 

Figure 3.9. Fluorescence image of (A) hexnut and (B) rod shaped particles with applied AC 

electrical field on the electrode. Scale bars represent 5 m. 

  

One attempt was made to use the DEP cell to assemble particles in a non-aqueous 

solvent.  Rod particles were suspended in 1-vinylpyrrolidone, VP (containing 1 wt% DEAP 

photoinitiator).  The particles were allowed to chain and crystallize in the nonuniform AC 

field for at least 30 minutes.  The cell was then placed in a UV chamber to polymerize the 

VP; the field was kept on during polymerization.  Figure 3.10A is a fluorescence image of 

the composite.  The particles did not initially disperse well in the VP, so a fairly large amount 

of random aggregates were present that disrupted the overall crystallization.  The composite 

film was removed and sectioned.  At the base of the film, the rod particles were found lying 

on their sides, as expected (Figure 3.10B). 
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Figure 3.10. PVP/PEG composite formed in DEP cell  

 

3.3 Particle Electrophoresis in Confined Geometries 

3.3.1 Particle Fabrication and Characterization 

Unless otherwise stated, the following reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

and used as received. The photoinitiator was 2,2-diethoxyacetophenone (DEAP) and the 

charged monomers were 2-carboxyethyl acrylate (CEA) and 2-aminoethyl methacrylate 

hydrochloride (AEM).  The surfactants used were hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide 

(CTAB) and Pluronic (Pluronic F68).  Trimethylolpropane ethoxylate (14/3 EO/OH) 

triacrylate (PEG912TA; Mn = 912 g/mol) and poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate 

(PEG1000DMA; Mn = 1000 g/mol) were de-inhibited using adsorption alumina (Fisher).  

Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH, Mn = 22,000 g/mol) was used for deformable disk particle 

harvesting.  Cyanoacrylate adhesive (Zap CA PT-08, Pacer Technologies) was used to 

harvest the rigid particles.  The perfluoropolyether (PFPE) prepolymer resin (Fluorocur
®
, 

Liquidia Technologies, Inc.) was mixed with 0.1% (w/v) DEAP photoinitiator before use.  
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The untreated side of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) sheets (Melinex 453, DuPont) was 

used for mold support and for monomer distribution and removal. 

Different particle compositions were used to control zeta potential, as well as 

mechanical properties.  A series of rectangular rod particles (Figure 3.11) were fabricated 

with either a positively charged monomer composition: 79.5 wt% PEG912TA, 20 wt% AEM, 

0.5 wt% DEAP, or a negatively charged monomer composition: 79.5 wt% PEG912TA, 20 

wt% CEA, 0.5 wt% DEAP.  The particles were imaged with SEM.  The zeta potential 

measurements were also obtained using a Malvern Instruments Nano-ZS Zetasizer.  The zeta 

potential measurements for the rod particles are shown in Table 3.2. 

 

 

Figure 3.11. SEM images of the rigid particle series (A) 2.8 × 2.8 × 0.9 µm (AR = 0.3), (B) 

2.8 × 2.8 × 2.2 µm (AR = 0.8) and (C) 2.8 × 2.8 × 6.5 µm (AR = 2.3). 

 

Table 3.2. Zeta potential measurements of rod particles  

Particle AR Zeta Potential (mV) 

AEM CEA 

0.3 +32.9 ± 1.8 -56.9 ± 0.49 

0.8 +35.9 ± 2.6 -63.6 ± 1.7 

2.3 +44.4 ± 1.5 -68.0 ± 1.7 
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Deformable disk particles (6 × 1.5 µm), shown in Figure 3.12, were fabricated with 

the following composition: 95 wt% CEA, 4.5 wt% PEG1000DMA and 0.5 wt% DEAP.  The 

particles were imaged by optical microscopy and SEM.  As only a small quantity of 

crosslinker was used in the monomer solution, the particles were deformable as can be 

observed in the SEM images in Figure 3.12.   

 

 

Figure 3.12.  Deformable CEA particles image (A) DIC image of dried drop of particles, and 

(B, C) SEM images of particles dried on a woven fiber membrane. 

 

3.3.2 Experimental Design and Set-up 

Microchannel masters were first fabricated with the inverse channel pattern in 

photoresist.  Masters were fabricated two types of microchannels: a straight clear channel (25 

µm width) and straight channel with patterned blocks as shown in Figure 3.13, creating gaps 

with varying dimensions (3 – 8 µm).  These masters were used to mold PDMS channels.  

Once removed from the masters, reservoirs (diameter = 0.6 cm) were punched out using a 

metal pipe.  Both the PDMS channels and glass cover slides were treated with oxygen plasma 

then brought into contact to seal.  Platinum wire inserted into both reservoirs served as the 

electrodes.  A third type of microfluidic device was fabricated that simply consisted of an 

embossed PEG912TA film on PET with 5 × 5 × 5 m features (pitch = 10 m) sandwiched 
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with a glass cover slip with deposited electrodes.  The array was bonded to the glass with O2 

plasma treatment (Figure 3.14).  

 

 

Figure 3.13. Two types of microfluidic channels where (A) is a straight channel design and 

(B) is a microchannel design with patterned gaps 

 

 

Figure 3.14. Third type of microfluidic device consisting of a cubic feature array 
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3.3.3 Results and Discussion 

 The motion of rigid particles was studied in the straight microchannel design shown 

in Figure 3.13A.  Particle suspensions were prepared in deionized water, in 1 wt% CTAB and 

in 1% Pluronic.  In deionized water, the particles were too aggregated to perform single 

particle tracking.  Furthermore, the aggregates quickly clogged the channels preventing 

further use.  Particles were well stabilized in the presence of surfactant, either CTAB or 

Pluronic.  Upon the application of a DC electric field, particles were found to move through 

the microchannels.  The negatively charged particles were found to move towards the 

negative electrode and the positively charged particles moved towards the positive electrode.  

This indicated that the particle motion was actually due to electroosmosis.  As the positively 

charged particle counter-ions moved towards the negative electrode, it induced fluid flow in 

that direction.  Particle speed was field strength dependent, and as the field strength 

increased, the speed also increased.  The surfactant affected the particle speed, for example 

when positively charged 2.8 × 2.8 × 0.9 µm particles were suspended in CTAB, they moved 

approximately 5 times faster than in Pluronic (Figure 3.15).  Additionally, changing the 

particle aspect ratio affected the speed of the particles.  In Figure 3.16, the speeds of 

negatively charged particles with aspect ratios 0.8 and 2.3, suspended in 1 wt% Pluronic, are 

shown as a function of E field strength.  The larger particles were observed to move faster as 

a function of E field strength.  It is not clear why the larger particles have faster velocities.  It 

should be noted that the particle motion was not always linear, particles were sometimes 

found to tumble and spin through solution.   
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Figure 3.15. Particle speed as function of electric field strength for positively charged 2.8 × 

2.8 × 0.9 µm particles suspended in (A) 1 wt% CTAB and (B) 1 wt% Pluronic. 

 

   

Figure 3.16. Particle speed as function of electric field strength for negatively charged 

particles suspended in 1 wt% Pluronic, where the particle sizes are (A) 2.8 × 2.8 × 2.2 µm 

(AR = 0.8) and (B) 2.8 × 2.8 × 6.5 µm (AR = 2.3). 

 

The deformable particles were dispersed in deionized water and introduced to one of 

the reservoirs in the patterned microfluidic device shown in Figure 3.13B.  The gap size was 
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6 µm.  The 6 µm diameter deformable disk particles were found to pass through gaps that 

were of the same dimensions.  Clogging would, however, occasionally occur (Figure 3.17).  

In addition to particle motion, it was found that the particles would assemble in the reservoirs 

near the electrodes (Figure 3.18).  

 

 

Figure 3.17. Optical image of a patterned microchannel with particles moving towards the 

negative electrode (E field strength = 1.25 V/cm). Clogging was present near some of the 

gaps.  

 

 

Figure 3.18. Bright field images of particle crystallization occurring near the negative 

electrode (Field strength = 2.5 V/cm). 

 

For the third type of device, using an ordered array instead of a microchannel, the 

particle suspension was introduced near the edge of the array and it was quickly pulled into 

the device by capillary flow. An electric field was then applied orthogonal to the flow 

causing the particles to turn and move towards one of the electrodes; the change in direction 

was not exactly 90
o
 as there was still a capillary force driving the fluid flow across the 
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device.  Most of the particles turned up on their sides to move through the gaps, since the 

height of the device was 5 µm.  Some particles however, deformed to move through the 

spaces.  Figure 3.19 shows how the particles got stuck between the features. 

 

 

Figure 3.19. DIC images of deformable particles in 5 µm square array 

 

3.4 Summary and Future Outlook 

The ability of the PRINT process to design and fabricate new particle shapes with 

tailored chemistries expands the possibilities for observing and characterizing novel particle 

assemblies, and for the design and synthesis of advanced composite materials with 

interesting nanostructures.  In this work, novel organic particle geometries were introduced to 

the study of colloidal assemblies, demonstrating that these new shapes can influence 

interesting packing and crystallization behavior.  With the exception of the boomerang 

shaped particles, all particle shapes studied exhibited chaining behavior in the presence of the 

nonuniform AC electric field.  Moreover, the results are consistent with others, as the 

anisotropic particles preferentially align with their longest axes parallel to the field.  Different 

crystal structures were observed when the chains assembled: hexagonal close packed for the 
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hexnuts and disks, and rectangular for the rods.  Interestingly, even though the boomerangs 

did not align in chains in the field, regions of unique packing were observed.  In addition to 

particle crystallization, particle motion was induced with DC fields. Using the phenomenon 

of electroosmosis, deformable particles were able to traverse confined geometries, smaller 

than the particle dimensions.  This work holds promise for pursuing this concept further with 

more deformable particles and more complex microchannel geometries. The ability to force 

particles through constrictions using electric fields can be potentially useful in the field of 

drug delivery where driving drug delivery vectors through confined, complex spaces is 

important for tumor delivery.   
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Magnetic Manipulation of PRINT Particles 
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4.1 Specific Research Objectives  

The great interest in uniform multifunctional materials inspired this work on the 

fabrication and manipulation of composite magnetic particles.  Here the fabrication of highly 

tailored nanoscale and microscale magnetic particles was demonstrated using the Particle 

Replication in Non-wetting Templates (PRINT) process.  Magneto-polymer composite 

nanoparticles were fabricated in three distinct particle shape morphologies: filamentous 

(worm-like), rice-like (approximating an ellipsoidal shape) and cylindrical.  These 

nanoparticle shapes, in particular the highly anisotropic filamentous worm-like nanoparticles, 

have great promise in the life science field as for example, drug delivery vectors.
1-3

  

Furthermore, this work represents the first examples of magneto-polymer composite 

nanoparticles fabricated using top-down technology.  Magneto-polymer composite 

microparticles were also fabricated in different particle shape morphologies: boomerang-

shaped and a series of rhombohedral (rectangular rod shaped) particles with varying aspect 

ratios.   

One advantage of using the PRINT process to fabricate these microparticles is the 

ability to manipulate the magnetic cargo within the particle matrix prior to polymerization of 

the resin that constitutes the bulk of the particle matrix.  Magnetic nanoparticle chains can be 

permanently aligned in desired directions relative to the composite particle axes; this 

configuration dictates the particle motion in response to external magnetic fields.  Top down 

fabrication routes have previously fabricated magneto-polymer shape specific particles, 

where the shape defines the magnetic field derived motion,
4
 however, this is the first 

example, where the shape anisotropy contribution is dominated by the controlled 

nanostructuring of the magnetic nanoparticles within the particle.  As a further demonstration 
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of the considerable capacity of the PRINT process to fabricate particles with precisely 

defined properties, the magneto-polymer composite microparticles were further funtionalized 

anisotropically to yield microparticles with internally structured magnetic nanoparticles 

within the body of the particle and platinum metal functionalization on one end of the 

particle.  These complex particles can serve as steerable micromotors when dispersed in 

hydrogen peroxide solution.  Thus multifunctionality was achieved as the particles exhibit 

both catalytic propulsion capabilities, as well as the ability to be guided magnetically.   

 

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Particle Fabrication and Characterization 

Composite particles were fabricated with some minor modifications using the 

standard PRINT technique described in detail in Chapter 2 and elsewhere.
5-9

  All particle 

precursor solutions were poly(ethylene glycol)-based solutions that were reacted to form a 

crosslinked gel via UV free-radical polymerization.  Different compositions were used for 

micron-sized and nano-sized particles.  The microparticles were composed of 68 wt% 

poly(ethylene glycol) triacrylate (PEG-TA, Sartomer, Mn = 1176 g/mol), 10 wt% aminoethyl 

methacrylate hydrochloride (AEM, Sigma-Aldrich), 10 wt% 200 nm uncoated magnetite 

(Fe3O4, Polysciences, Inc.), 10 wt% of a 1 wt% Pluronic solution (Pluronic F68, Sigma), 1 wt 

% fluorescein o-acrylate (Sigma-Aldrich) and 1 wt% 2,2-diethoxyacetophenone, (DEAP, 

Sigma-Aldrich).  The nanoparticles were composed of 78 wt% PEG-diacrylate (Mn = 700 

g/mol, Sigma-Aldrich), 10 wt% N-aminopropyl methacrylamide (APMA, Polysciences, 

Inc.), 10 wt% dextran-stabilized (~20 nm) Fe3O4 nanocrystals (FluidMag DX, Chemicell 
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GmBH), 1 wt% fluorescein o-acrylate (Sigma-Aldrich) and 1 wt% 1-

hydroxycyclohexylphenyl ketone (HCPK, Sigma-Aldrich).   

The magnetite used for the PRINT micro- and nanoparticles were different because of 

the size constraints imposed by the mold features.  For PRINT nanoparticles, the size of the 

magnetite nanocrystals had to be at least half the smallest dimension of the mold features.  

The magnetite sample used was dextran-coated, fairly uniform in shape, and approximately 

20 nm in size (FluidMag DX, Chemicell GmBH).  For the PRINT microparticles, larger 

magnetite nanoparticles were used to ensure a strong magnetic response.  This magnetite 

sample (black iron oxide, Polysciences) was a polydisperse, mechanically milled sample with 

random non-uniform particle shapes.  Figure 4.1 compares the two magnetite samples.  

 

 

Figure 4.1. TEM images of the magnetite samples used in the PRINT composite (A) 

microparticles and (B) nanoparticles. 

 

A range of molds were used to fabricate the micro- and nanoparticles.  Three 

nanoparticle shapes were used, with the following approximate dimensions: 200 × 200 nm 

cylinders, 80 × 320 nm rice and 80 × 2000 nm worms.  All nanoparticle molds were supplied 

by Liquidia Technologies.  The microparticle shapes were boomerangs (arm length = 10 µm, 

arm width = 4 µm, thickness = 1 µm) and a block series with a 2 × 2 µm cross-section (B1 
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length = 1 µm, B2 length = 4 µm and B3 = 5 µm).  Microparticle molds were fabricated in-

house using a commercial PFPE precursor (Fluorocur
®
, Liquidia Technologies); refer to 

Chapter 2 for mold fabrication details.  Mold features have sharp angles on the micron scale 

but more rounded on the nanoscale as the limits of resolution are approached for silicon 

master fabrication. 

For the nanoparticles, the preparticle suspension without Fe3O4, was diluted with 

dimethylformamide (DMF, Fisher Scientific) after which an aliquot of dextran-stabilized 

Fe3O4 nanoparticles was added.  No additional stabilization of these particles was necessary.  

A thin film (~2.5 μm) was cast over a sheet of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET, 5 mil 

Melinex 453, KRS Plastics) using a Mayer rod (2.5 μm feature size RD Specialties, Inc.).  

After a brief drying period to evaporate the DMF solvent, the thin film was laminated to, and 

immediately split from a patterned PFPE mold, thus filling the cavities of the mold with the 

pre-particle suspension.  Next, a second sheet of PET was laminated to the surface of the 

filled mold that was then placed in a UV curing chamber.  After curing (~12 J/cm
2
, 365 nm), 

the particles adhered to the PET sheet as the PET was split from the mold, allowing for easy 

particle removal from the mold.  The particles were removed from the PET sheet by 

spreading 400 uL of distilled water over the surface and gently agitating the particles.  The 

particles were then rinsed with Milli-Q water to remove any sol fraction and non-magnetic 

debris using a magnetic column (MiniMacs, Miltenyi Biotec).     

For the microparticles, the particle precursor suspension was applied to the mold neat, 

and the particles were cured open face in the mold.  For all experiments, the composite 

particles were charged with 10 wt% Fe3O4, though it was possible with this process to vary 

the Fe3O4 content up to 50 wt%.   If alignment of the Fe3O4 was desired, prior to curing, the 
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filled PFPE mold was placed between two neodymium magnets (14.8 kGauss each) 

separated by one inch for at least 2 minutes.  During this time, the Fe3O4 nanocrystals formed 

linear aggregates parallel to the applied field.  After curing, the particles were harvested 

using polycyanoacrylate (Zap CA PT-08, Pacer Technologies), and then centrifuged and 

washed first with acetone 5 times to remove residual adhesive then transferred to Milli-Q 

water for improved stability and handling.   

The rhombohedral particles (B1, B2 and B3) were end-functionalized with both dye 

and metal. For dye functionalization, a 1 mg/mL aqueous solution of a reactive dye, Texas 

Red sulfonyl chloride (Invitrogen), was placed in a shallow crystallization dish. The full 

PFPE mold containing particles was immersed (particles side down) in the solution for 

approximately 1 minute.  Texas Red sulfonyl chloride reacted rapidly with the primary amine 

groups on the exposed particle surface (from the AEM monomer) attaching the dye to the 

particle through stable sulfonamide bonds.  The mold was then removed and rinsed with 

deionized water.  The end-functionalized particles could then be harvested.  To functionalize 

with metal, 3 nm titanium (Ti) followed by 20 nm platinum (Pt) were evaporated onto the 

full mold of particles using a CHA Industries Solution E-Beam Metal evaporator.  The 

particles were then harvested from the mold using polycyanoacrylate.  Following the 

harvesting step, the particles were washed multiple times in acetone and collected in distilled 

water.  It was also possible to put the dye and the metal on opposite faces of the particles. To 

do so, the particles were polycyanoacrylate-harvested after reacting the dye to the exposed 

face of the particles and then the Ti and Pt were evaporated on the particles in the harvested 

array, where the opposite side of the particles were exposed.  The particles were then washed 
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and collected as described above.  Both approaches were equally effective at anisotropically 

surface functionalizing the particles.   

 

4.2.2 Magnetite Chaining Experiments 

To determine the effects of concentration, time and field strength on the magnetite 

chains that form prior to curing, studies were performed using the boomerang-shaped 

particles.  The molds were filled with pre-polymer resin containing 1, 5, and 10 wt% iron 

oxide nanoparticles.  The filled molds were subjected to low magnetic field (between two 6.9 

kGauss magnets spaced one inch apart) or high magnetic field (between two 14.8 kGauss 

magnets spaced one inch apart) for up to 3 minutes (30, 60 and 180 s) after which the resin 

was cured by photopolymerization.  Fifty particles in the mold were examined for each time 

point, field intensity, and nanoparticle loading.  The molds were visualized using 

fluorescence microscopy (Zeiss Axioskop 2 MAT incident light microscope fitted with an 

AxioCam MR digital camera). 

 

4.2.3 SQUID Experiments 

Three samples (30 – 40 mg each) of the B3 (2  2  5 m) particles containing 10 

wt% Fe3O4 were prepared: one sample cured without a magnetic field, a second sample with 

the magnetic field perpendicular to the length of the particle, and a third sample with the 

magnetic field parallel to the length of the particle.  After purification, the particles were 

dried and loaded into gelatin capsules. The measurements were performed at 298 K using a 

Quantum Design MPMS superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) 

magnetometer.  The samples were subjected to DC magnetic fields to 5 T.   
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4.2.4 Magnetic Stage Setup for Imaging Particle Rotation and Chaining in Water 

An in-house rotating magnetic stage was constructed using a circular runner with a 4 

inch void in the center for sample placement.  Two neodymium (6.9 kGauss) magnets were 

placed on the runner with their magnetic poles facing in one direction.  The runner was then 

equipped with a remotely controlled electronic motor that turned the magnets around the 

open center of the runner (Figure 4.2).  This magnetic apparatus was placed on a microscope 

stage with a cell of magnetic particles directly in the center of the stage. 

 

Figure 4.2.  Schematic of an in-house magnetic stage for particle rotation and alignment 

experiments in water.  The runner (gray) rotates in a circular fashion around the magnetic 

particle sample (red) in the center of the microscope stage (light blue).  Magnets at opposite 

ends of the runner (orange) create a magnetic field across the particle sample that rotates with 

the runner. 

 

4.2.5 Particle Polymerization Experiment 

A particle “polymerization” experiment was conducted to analyze the growth of the 

composite particle chains in a constant magnetic field at a constant composite particle 

concentration over time.  Optical images of the chaining events were taken, starting from the 
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introduction of the particle suspension to the magnetic field (t = 0 seconds), in 30 second 

intervals for 5 minutes.  The lengths of 20 chains per image were measured, and the rate of 

chain growth, average chain length and chain length distribution (polydispersity index) were 

calculated.   

 

4.2.6 Magnetic Stage Setup for Particle Tracking Experiments in H2O2 

A Nikon Diaphot inverted microscope, operated in transmission mode, was used for 

this experiment.  Particles were dosed into prefabricated sample wells (Grace Bio Labs) and 

imaged in solution.  Magnetic forces were applied to these particles via a 25mm x 11mm x 

5mm NdFeB (Grade N42, K&J Magnetics) located above the sample, positioned 

approximately 1 cm away from the sample center.  Placing the magnet away from the center 

of the light path ensured that the magnet did not interfere with the transmitted light.  The 

field at the surface of this magnet was 595 G.  This magnet was attached to a Barber-Colman 

inline gearmotor which enabled us to rotate the magnet around a central axis for PRINT 

particle manipulation.  The motor was controlled by a Pasco Scientific SF-9584A low 

voltage AC/DC power supply; typically, the motor was operated between 10 and 100 RPM 

(Figure 4.3). 

The video data was collected at 30 frames per second using a 10X objective and a 

Pulnix PTM-6710CL camera.  In-lab custom designed video tracking software (R.M. Taylor, 

Video Spot Tracker 8, 2009, http://cismm.cs.unc.edu/downloads/?dl_cat=3) was used for 

particle tracking and motion analysis.  
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Figure 4.3. Schematic of the microscope and magnet setup for micromotor experiments. The 

magnet was mounted on a motor and was suspended above the sample, slightly off-center 

from the path of the transmitted light. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Magneto-Polymer PRINT Composite Particles 

Magnetite-loaded PRINT nanoparticles were successfully fabricated in three shapes: 

worms, rice and cylinders, as shown in Figure 4.4.  Both on the harvesting layer (Figure 

4.4A-C) and after washing (Figure 4.4D-F), the particles appeared intact, with magnetite 

fairly uniformly distributed throughout the particles.  While the composite nanoparticles were 

magnetic, their magnetic response in the sample cell using a pair of magnets (14.8 kGauss 

each) was slow.  It was also difficult to visualize using fluorescence microscopy.  
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Figure 4.4. SEM (A-C) and TEM (D-F) images of PRINT magneto-polymer nanoparticles 

on the harvesting layer and collected from solution, respectively. (A,D) are 80 × 2000 nm 

worm particles, (B,E) are 80 × 320 nm rice particles, and (C,F) are 200 × 200 nm cylindrical 

particles. 
 

Magnetite-loaded PRINT microparticles were also successfully fabricated.  The 

magnetite loading capacity was determined by fabricating boomerang particles with three 

different magnetite concentrations: 1 wt%, 10 wt% and 50 wt%.  Figure 4.5 shows these 

boomerang particles in the mold. Small magnetite aggregates were visible in the 1 wt% 

loaded particles (Figure 4.5A); these particles responded poorly to external magnetic fields.  

Larger aggregates were observed in the 10 wt% loaded particles (Figure 4.5B).  Particles 

loaded with 50 wt% magnetite appeared almost completely black from the large 

concentration of magnetite present (Figure 4.5C); these particles were often difficult to 

fabricate due to the formation of an interconnected flash layer during mold filling. The 50 

wt% loaded particles also had poor structural integrity.  As such, all experiments were 
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conducted with particles containing 10 wt % magnetite, which responded rapidly to moderate 

magnetic fields and had very little embossed film formation during fabrication.   

 

 

Figure 4.5.  Fluorescent micrograph of particles in the mold containing (A) 1, (B) 10, and 

(C) 50 wt% magnetite particles.  Aggregates of magnetite are visible in the particles as dark 

spots in the green fluorescent polymer background. 

 

Overall particle shape has been shown to dictate the direction of the particle’s 

magnetic moment.
4
  The particle shape directionality however can overruled by controlling 

the organization of the nanoparticles within the microparticles.  Using the PRINT process, 

the magnetic moment can be dictated by the net magnetic moment of the magnetite 

aggregates within the composite particle.  Alignment of magnetite within the polymer-

composite was possible due to the unique top-down approach to particle fabrication (Figure 

4.6).  Directionality of the Fe3O4 chains, with respect to the polymer composite particle, was 

controlled by changing the orientation of the mold in the magnetic field.   After alignment, 

the chains were immobilized in the desired orientation by UV curing the monomer matrix.  

As such, a wide variety of magnetic configurations were possible, thus demonstrating the fact 
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that the orientation of the magnetic moment of the composite particles was independent of 

the overall particle shape.   

  

 

Figure 4.6. A schematic representation of the PRINT process where (A) is the PFPE mold 

(shown in green) and particle precursor solution (shown in red) containing randomly 

dispersed Fe3O4, (B) shows the full mold placed in a magnetic field created by two 

permanent magnets and linear aggregates of Fe3O4 are formed prior to photopolymerization 

of the composite particle, and (C) ESEM image of harvested boomerang particles with linear 

aggregates of magnetite visible via the backscattered electron detector. 
 

To demonstrate the directionality of the magnetite linear aggregates, boomerang 

particles were cured with no applied field (Figure 4.7A), parallel to one arm of the particle 

(Figure 4.7B), normal to the plane of the particles (Figure 4.7C), and at 45° to both arms of 

the boomerang (Figure 4.7D).  In Figure 4.7, the dark regions void of fluorescence within the 

green polymer matrix clearly indicate the presence of Fe3O4 nanoparticles.  It was found that 

when there was no applied magnetic field during curing, the composite particles were not 

homogeneous as the Fe3O4 nanoparticles formed small random aggregates within the 

particles (Figure 4.7A).  This may be because, even though the non-ionic surfactant, 

Pluronic, was used in the monomer suspension, the nanoparticles were still not well-

stabilized in the monomer suspension.  The use of particles stabilized with a suitable organic 

coating would most likely improve the homogeneity of the composite particles, as was the 

cause for the PRINT composite nanoparticles.  When the particles were cured in the presence 

of an applied field, linear aggregates of magnetite were trapped in specific directions within 
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the microparticles (Figure 4.7B-D).  Occasionally linear aggregates of magnetite were 

partially adsorbed to the walls of the mold causing them to be slightly out of alignment with 

the magnetic field.  Alignment of magnetite within the rice and worm-like particles proved 

difficult to obtain.  We hypothesize that this is because highly defined linear aggregates were 

larger than the features of the rice and worm-like polymer composites themselves.   

 

 

Figure 4.7. Fluorescence microscopy images of four samples of 10 μm boomerang-shaped 

particles in the PFPE mold with (A) no linear Fe3O4 aggregates, (B) aggregates in the plane 

and parallel to one arm of the boomerang, (C) aggregates normal to the plane of the particle, 

and (D) aggregates in the plane at a 45° angle to the arms of the boomerang.  Scale bar is 10 

μm. 

 

The formation of linear aggregates in the boomerang microparticles was studied to 

determine the effect of iron oxide concentration, magnetic field strength, and time required to 

form linear aggregates.  The results supported the use of relatively high magnetic fields and 

10 wt% magnetite loading to form composite particles with multiple, long linear aggregates.  
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The number of magnetic linear aggregates plateaued for each iron oxide concentration after 

about 60 seconds (Figure 4.8).  Moreover, the average length of the linear aggregates 

continued to grow until about 3 minutes after placing the filled molds in the field (Figure 

4.9).  Chains of magnetic particles cured in the strong field were typically longer than those 

cured in the weak field. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. The number of magnetite chains observed in composite particles cured in a 

strong magnetic field as a function of the time held in the field prior to curing as well as the 

concentration of the magnetite nanoparticles within the composite resin. 
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Figure 4.9. Magnetite nanoparticle chain length as a function of time, nanoparticle 

concentration and field strength 

 

Rhombohedral particles were cured with no field, the field perpendicular to and parallel to the 

length of the particle (Figure 4.10).  The magnetic properties of these particles were studied with 

superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer.  Magnetization 

curves are presented in Figure 4.11, and the saturation magnetization results are shown in 

Table 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.10.  ESEM images of B3 particles (2 × 2 × 5 µm) with magnetite (A) randomly 

oriented, B3-R, (B) aligned along the long axis, B3-L, and (C) aligned along the short axis, 

B3-S.  
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Table 4.1. Saturation magnetization of B3 particles 

Sample Saturation Magnetization, Ms (emu/g) 

No alignment 5.91 

Perpendicular alignment 6.32 

Parallel alignment 8.23 

 

 

Figure 4.11. Magnetization curves for B3 particles with dispersed magnetite and linear 

aggregates of magnetite aligned perpendicular and parallel to the length of the particles. All 

magnetic orientations exhibit very low remnant magnetization, as shown in the inset curves 

near 0T.  

  

An additional level of complexity was applied to the microparticle design through 

anisotropic surface functionalization.  Both dye and metal end-functionalization were 

performed on the rhombohedral series of PRINT particles with square cross-sections.  Three 

aspect ratios were used: 0.4, 2.1 and 2.5 (B1, B2 and B3, respectively), and all of the 
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particles contained 10 wt % Fe3O4 aligned parallel to the height of the particles 

(perpendicular to the plane of the mold).  Figure 4.12 demonstrates the successful end-

functionalization of a B2 particle (2 × 2 × 4 µm).  The Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy 

(EDS) elemental line scan clearly indicates the relative locations of the platinum and iron 

present in the particle.  

 

 

Figure 4.12. Anisotropic surface functionalization of PRINT particles, where (A) is an 

ESEM image of Pt-capped B2 particles containing linear aggregates of magnetite, (B) is an 

SEM image of a single-capped B2 particle on a graphite surface indicating the location of an 

energy dispersive X-ray elemental line scan (magenta), and (C) the line scan results 

displaying the location of the iron (red) and platinum (teal) in the particle.  The Y axis of the 

elemental line scan is signal intensity (kcps). 

 

4.3.2 Magnetic Manipulation of Microscale Composite Particles 

Dilute aqueous suspensions of rhombohedral and boomerang-shaped composite 

particles were prepared, and in the absence of a magnetic field, the composite particles had 

no preferred orientation.  Once placed in a magnetic field between two identical similarly 

oriented permanent magnets, the composite particles aligned with the field according to the 

direction of their highest magnetic moment.  Composite particles with linear magnetite 

aggregates all aligned with the field in one orientation and followed changes in the magnetic 
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field as it was rotated around the microscope stage.  Composite particles with randomly 

dispersed magnetite also changed orientation with the applied magnetic field but were not in 

registration with one another.  Boomerang-shaped particles with linear magnetite aggregates 

parallel to the plane of the particle were found to rotate while laying flat (Figure 4.13).  In 

comparison, particles with linear Fe3O4 aggregates normal to the plane of the particle were 

found to stand upright while rotating with the external magnetic field (Figure 4.14). 

 

 

Figure 4.13. Clockwise rotation of boomerang-shaped particles, with magnetite aligned 

along one arm, in rotating magnetic field.  
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Figure 4.14. Clockwise rotation of boomerang-shaped particles, with magnetite aligned 

perpendicular to the plane of the particle, in rotating magnetic field.  

 

When the concentration of composite microparticles was increased, chaining 

occurred.  To study this, rhombohedral (B3) particles were fabricated with magnetite 

randomly dispersed (B3-R), aligned along the long axis (B3-L) and aligned along the short 

axis (B3-S); refer to Figure 4.10.  Based on the directionality of the linear magnetite 

aggregates, chaining of B3 particles was observed in three distinct manifestations 

demonstrated in Figure 4.15.  Samples with aggregates aligned with the long axis of the 

particle (B3-L) formed chains with all of the particles in line with the applied magnetic field.  

Samples with the linear magnetite aggregates aligned along the short axis of the particle (B3-

S) formed chains of stacked composite particles.  Finally, samples in which the magnetite 

was not aligned (B3-R) showed chaining with no specific orientation of the composite 

particles.  It was found that the chain lengths grew to exceed the field of view after 

approximately 3 minutes. After two minutes B3-L composites formed the longest chains, B3-

R formed shorter less ordered chains and B3-S formed the shortest chains.  The chain length 

and number of particles/chain were plotted as a function of polymerization time for the 
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different magnetite aggregate orientations (Figure 4.16).  For the three types of alignment, 

the increase in chain length was different and reflected the differences in the lengths of the 

linear magnetite aggregates (Figure 4.16A).  This can be clearly observed when the rate of 

chain growth is reported in µm/s (Table 4.2).  The increase in the number of particles/chain, 

however, was approximately the same for all three orientations (Figure 4.16B).  B3-S did not 

collapse onto the same graph as B3-L and B3-R did; this may be due to an experimental 

artifact.  The similarities in the number of particles/chain is observed when the rate of chain 

growth is reported in particles/s (Table 4.2).  In addition, for each type of magnetite 

alignment, the number of particles per chain (degree of polymerization) was approximately 

the same after two minutes.  As is the case for typical step-growth polymerizations, there was 

a broad distribution of chain lengths for each type of alignment, as indicated by the relatively 

high polydispersity indices.  Results are shown in Table 4.2.  Once the field was removed, 

the chains of composite particles fell apart without the need for external agitation or de-

Gaussing.  SQUID confirmed that the particles had very low remnant magnetization (Figure 

4.11) which probably allowed thermal energy to overcome magnetic forces that would 

otherwise irreversibly draw the particles together.   
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Figure 4.15. Fluorescence microscopy images of a dispersion of block-shaped B3 composite 

particles with different magnetite arrangements in the absence (A,C,E) and presence (B,D,F) 

of a magnetic field.  (B) Particles without linear aggregates in an applied magnetic field 

formed disordered chains while (D) particles with linear aggregates parallel to the length of 

the composite particle formed somewhat organized chains stacking head-to-tail and (F) 

particles with linear aggregates perpendicular to the length of the composite particle formed 

somewhat organized chains stacking side-to-side respectively.  Arrows indicate direction of 

applied magnetic field. 
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 Figure 4.16. Particle polymerization experiment using B3 composite particles: (A) particle 

chain length as a function time and magnetite chain orientation, and (B) the number of 

particles per chain as a function of time and magnetite chain orientation.  

 

Table 4.2. Composite particle polymerization experimental results. 

Particle 

Rate of Chain Growth 

(“Polymerization” 

Rate) 
Ave. Chain 

Length/ μm 

(after 2 

min.) 

Ave. # of 

Particles/Chain 

“Degree of 

Polymerization” 

(at 2 min.) 

Polydispersity 

Index (PDI) 

(μm/sec) (particle/sec) 

B3-L 0.20 0.045 27.6 6.2 2.48 

B3-R 0.14 0.043 19.4 6.3 1.63 

B3-S 0.10 0.038 13.0 6.0 1.76 

 

4.3.3 End-labeling Composite Particles for Use as Micromotors 

The series of rhombohedral PRINT particles were studied as potential engineered 

micromotors.  Three aspect ratios were used: 0.4, 2.1 and 2.5 (B1, B2 and B3, respectively), 

and all of the particles contained 10 wt % magnetite aligned parallel to the height of the 
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particles (perpendicular to the plane of the mold).  Catalytic micromotors require the 

asymmetric placement of a catalyst,
10

 so one end of the rhombohedral PRINT particles was 

functionalized with platinum, Pt.  It is well-known that Pt catalyzes the decomposition of 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) to water and oxygen.  This reaction has been exploited to power 

the motion of nano- and microobjects in solution, though there is some dispute as to the 

mechanism of motion, whether due to bubble formation
11

 or self-diffusiophoresis.
12

  It was 

observed that the Pt-capped, magneto-polymer PRINT particles were definitely motile in 

H2O2 solution.  Moreover, it was found that the motion was linear and directed away from 

the Pt end of the particle.  Similar to the boomerang-shaped particles described above, Fe3O4 

present in the Pt end-capped particles provided a mechanism for changing the direction of the 

particles in solution.  The direction of a B3 particle, containing magnetite chained along the 

long axis of the rod, was changed by moving a strong permanent magnet around the 

microscope stage.  The particle responded immediately to the change in position of the 

magnet, and thus was able to be steered accurately.  The dye was placed on the same end of 

the particle as the Pt to clearly illustrate that the motion is directed away from the Pt end 

(Figure 4.17). 
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Figure 4.17. Overlaid image showing the path of a magnetically-guided micromotor in 30 % 

hydrogen peroxide solution.  The motor, which exhibits linear translational motion, turns 

when the magnetic field changes direction.  The platinum end of the particle was chemically 

functionalized with a red dye for ease of visualization.  

 

Particle motion was observed as a function of the particle aspect ratio (0.4, 2.1, and 

2.5) and H2O2 concentration (0%, 10%, 20%, 30%).  The particles were tracked in the 

presence of a stationary or rotating magnet; due to the microscope configuration, the magnet 

was located off-center above the solution (Figure 4.3, Section 4.2.6).  For the stationary 

magnet experiments, at 0% H2O2, all of the particles exhibited small random movements due 

to Brownian motion. With increasing H2O2 concentration, the particles were propelled 

linearly through solution, and for each particle aspect ratio, the particle velocities were the 

same (within error, Table 4.3) with increasing H2O2 concentrations.  It was expected that the 

smallest particle, the B1 blocks, would be the fastest, however, they appeared to move slower 

than the B2 blocks.  This was because the motion of the lowest aspect ratio particles was 

somewhat irregular, and they tended to change direction rapidly, unlike the more elongated 

particles.  The B3 blocks were the slowest, which was expected because they were the largest 

in the particle series.   
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For the rotating magnet experiments, at 0 % H2O2 the particles rotated at the same 

speed as the magnet about their axes with no lateral motion.  In the presence of H2O2, all of 

the particles tended to travel a prolate cycloid path.  The particle tracks for both the 

stationary and rotating magnet experiments are presented in Figure 4.18.  This unique motion 

occurred because the particles were experiencing both a linear force due to H2O2 

decomposition as well as the torque from the rotating magnet located off to one side of the 

solution.  In addition, the particle velocities were found to be significantly slower than in the 

presence of the stationary magnet.  Furthermore, as a comparison, traces of particles with a 

random magnetic moment are also shown in Figure 4.18.  These particles did not respond as 

well to the rotating magnetic field and generally showed only a small perturbation.  It is 

believed that this is due to a reduction in the net magnetic moment of the particles when 

compared to particles cured in a magnetic field. 
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Table 4.3 Particle translational velocities for all particle sizes under a stationary magnetic 

field (no field) with varying solutions of H2O2. 

Particle Size ( m) % H2O2 Average Translational Velocity (m/s) 

2 × 2 × 1 0 0.25 ± 0.07 

2 × 2 × 1 10 28.49 ± 10.76 

2 × 2 × 1 20 22.14 ± 7.83 

2 × 2 × 1 30 27.29 ± 12.21 

2 × 2 × 4 0 0.21 ± 0.06 

2 × 2 × 4 10 54.88 ± 12.94 

2 × 2 × 4 20 47.30 ± 21.15 

2 × 2 × 4 30 56.97 ± 28.49 

2 × 2 × 6 0 0.93 ± 0.19 

2 × 2 × 6 10 22.62 ± 5.84 

2 × 2 × 6 20 16.33 ± 8.17 

2 × 2 × 6 30 22.96 ± 13.25 
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Figure 4.18. Traces of B3 particles with random magnetic moments (orange) in a rotating 

magnetic field overlaid with particles with magnetic moments parallel to the long particle 

axis in 30% H2O2 in a stationary (dotted) and rotating (solid) magnetic field. 

 

4.4 Summary and Future Outlook 

Using the PRINT process, precisely defined composite magnetic micro- and 

nanoparticles were fabricated, and manipulated magnetically.  The magneto-polymer 

nanoparticles represent the only published examples of shape and size specific magneto-

polymer composite nanoparticles fabricated by a top-down method.
13

  In the future, smaller 

and more highly magnetic PRINT nanocomposites should be examined for improved 

properties.  Given the shape and size control, these composite nanoparticles are very 

promising candidates for different life science applications, for example as multifunctional 

delivery and imaging agents.  

PRINT magneto-polymer composite microparticles were fabricated with both random 

and nanostructured magnetite within the particles.  This level of shape control combined with 

internal nanostructural control has not been previously demonstrated for magnetic composite 
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particles.
13

  One important aspect of this work is the ability to take a polydisperse, non-

uniform commercial magnetite sample and combine it with the PRINT process to create 

novel composite particles with magnetic properties distinct from the precursor nanoparticles, 

due to controlled aggregation and orientation strategies.  The magnetic manipulation of these 

composite particles in solution has been demonstrated.  The regiospecific functionalization of 

these particles with an amine reactive organic dye (for tracking purposes) and deposited 

platinum for use as self-propelled micromotors in H2O2 was also achieved.  This work will 

potentially open the door to new, exciting applications in magnetic colloids and micro- and 

nanomotors and machines. 
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5.1 Specific Research Objectives 

One area in which the manipulation of colloidal particles is important as it relates to 

the strategic placement of particles is in the engineering of highly structured composite films.  

As described in Chapter 1, there are many routes towards controlling the placement of 

colloidal particles in a medium, from the more autonomous routes where the design of the 

particle determines assembly and organization to more externally directed routes, such as the 

use of electric, magnetic and optical fields.  This work explored a novel and distinctive 

approach to the fabrication of polymer composite films.  The fabrication utilized the precise 

particle array-generating capabilities of the PRINT
®
 process to fabricate composite films 

where particle aggregation can be completely eliminated.  In this study, the particles were 

meticulously designed to possess desired shape, size, composition and orientation properties.  

In addition, particle location in two dimensions was exactly defined by a template.  Because 

of the extensive control of particle properties and location, it was possible to control the 

nanostructure of the composite film.  This study explored the range of polymer composite 

film compositions that can be fabricated with this approach, including all-organic and 

polymer/ceramic composites.   

All-organic composite films were fabricated in a range of compositions and particle 

sizes, and the process was optimized for both crosslinked and thermoplastic polymer 

matrices and particles.  Polymer/ceramic ordered composite films were also fabricated with the 

PRINT process.  These composite films are also of high interest in the materials science field, as the 

piezoelectric material in electromechanical transducers, gate insulators in organic field-effect 

transistors, high energy density capacitors, and other electronic devices.
1-4

  A variety of inorganic 

oxide particle arrays were fabricated with the PRINT process, including tin oxide, zinc oxide, 

titanium dioxide and indium tin oxide,
5
 though in this work, specific emphasis was placed on the 
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polymer/barium titanate (BaTiO3) composite film for its potential as the dielectric film in capacitors.  

Various methods for fabricating polymer/BaTiO3 composite films have been reported in the 

literature.
6-8

  One successful approach has been the surface functionalization of commercially 

available BaTiO3 nanoparticles with tailored organic phosphonic acid ligands to uniformly disperse 

high volume fractions of the nanoparticles in different polymer matrices.
7
  The dielectric properties of 

these composite films strongly depend on the size and shape of the crystallites, as well as the volume 

fraction of the particles.
9, 10

   

A great qualitative tool for assessing the quality of film nanostructure is microscopy: 

optical, confocal and electron microscopy and so these techniques are used extensively in this 

work to study the micro- and nanostructure of the ordered composite films.  Additionally, the 

films were characterized with Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA).  For the polymer/BaTiO3 

composite films, dielectric properties were also assessed.  

 

5.2 Experimental 

5.2.1 Materials and Instrumentation 

Unless otherwise stated, all reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as 

received.  The PFPE mold precursor (Fluorocur
®
) was supplied by Liquidia Technologies.  

2,2-diethoxyacetophenone (DEAP) was used as photoinitiator for all UV polymerizations.  

The monomers: poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEG-DMA; Mn = 550 g/mol and 750 

g/mol), trimethylolpropane ethoxylate triacrylate (TMPTA; Mn = 912 g/mol) and 1-vinyl-2 

pyrrolidone were deinhibited with adsorption alumina prior to adding the photoinitiator (0.5 

wt% DEAP).  Poly[2-methoxy-5-(3,7-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene]  (MDMO-

PPV) (Mn = 23,000 g/mol) was solution processed as a 2 wt% solution in chlorobenzene.  

Polystyrene (PS; Mn = 10,000 g/mol) was solution processed as a 35 wt% solution in 
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tetrahydrofuran.  Polycarbonate (PC; Mn = 45,000 g/mol) was solution processed as a 6 wt% 

solution in chloroform (Fisher Scientific).  Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF; Mn = 107,000 

g/mol) was used as an 8 wt% solution in either dimethylformamide (DMF, Fisher Scientific) 

or methylethylketone (MEK, Fisher Scientific).  The epoxy system used was a commercial 5-

minute 2-part epoxy adhesive (Fisher Scientific).  Barium titanate was synthesized using the 

following reagents: barium acetate, glacial acetic acid (Fisher Scientific), titanium
IV

 

isopropoxide, acetylacetone and 2-methoxyethanol.  Sodium chloride disks (25×4 mm NaCl) 

were purchased from Harrick Scientific.  Single crystalline (100) magnesium oxide substrates 

(1×1×0.02 MgO) were purchased from Coating and Crystal Technology, Inc.  Magnesium 

oxide was also sol-gel synthesized using magnesium nitrate hexahydrate (Mg(NO3)2.6H2O) 

and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, Acros, Mn = 58,000 g/mol).  Silicon wafers (Silicon quest) 

were cleaned using piranha solution, which was composed of 70 % concentrated sulfuric acid 

and 30 % hydrogen peroxide.  Fluorinert FC40 was used as a high dielectric strength liquid 

for breakdown voltage measurements.  

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images were taken on a Hitachi S-4700 SEM 

and environmental SEM (ESEM) micrographs were taken on a FEI Quanta 200 FEG 

instrument using a backscattered electron detector.  Fluorescence images were taken on a 

Zeiss Axioskop 2MAT incident light microscope fitted with an AxiCam MRM digital 

camera.  Confocal images were taken on a Zeiss LSM5 Pascal Confocal Laser Scanning 

Microscope.  Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (DMA) measurements were performed using a 

Perkin Elmer Pyris Diamond DMA in tension mode at a frequency of 1 Hz.  TGA 

measurements were performed on a Perkin Elmer Pyris I Thermogravimetric Analyzer, 

heating from 25 
o
C – 600 

o
C at a heating rate of 10 

o
C/min in a nitrogen atmosphere.  
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Capacitance measurements were made on an Agilent LCR meter sweeping frequencies from 

1 kHz – 1 MHz.  Thermoplastic samples were melt-pressed using a hydraulic press (PHI 

Manual Hydraulic Compression Press, 155 
o
C, 1100 psi).  X-ray diffraction was done using a 

Powder X-ray Diffractometer (XRD, Rigaku) using Cu K radiation.  FTIR spectra were 

obtained from an Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared Microscopy 

(ATR FTIR, Bruker Tensor 27). 

 

5.2.2 Ordered Composite Film Fabrication and Characterization 

 Numerous examples of composite films have been generated with this approach.  

There are four main composite film categories: crosslinked polymer/polymer, thermoplastic 

polymer/polymer, polymer/ceramic and polymer/metal systems.  The fabrication and 

characterization of films from each of these categories are described separately in the 

following sections.  Table 5.1 summarizes the composite films fabricated in this work. 

 

Table 5.1. Summary of Ordered Composite Films 

Continuous Polymer 

Phase 

Discrete Particle 

Phase 

Examples 

crosslinked polymer crosslinked polymer poly(ethylene glycol)/poly(ethylene glycol)  

(PEG/PEG); PEG/ trimethylolpropane 

ethoxylate triacrylate (PEG/TMPTA); 

epoxy/TMPTA 

crosslinked polymer thermoplastic 

polymer 

PEG/polyvinylpyrrolidone; PEG/ MDMO-

PPV; PEG/ polystyrene; PEG/poly(methyl 

methacrylate) 

thermoplastic 

polymer 

crosslinked polymer polycarbonate/PEG (PC/PEG), 

poly(vinylidene fluoride)/PEG (PVDF/PEG) 

thermoplastic 

polymer 

ceramic PC/BaTiO3; PVDF/BaTiO3 

crosslinked polymer ceramic PFPE/BaTiO3 

thermoplastic 

polymer 

metal PC/silver 
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5.2.2.1 Crosslinked Polymer/Polymer Systems:  

5.2.2.1.1 Fabrication  

The PFPE molds were fabricated and filled with particle monomer solutions using 

capillary filling and film splitting techniques described in Chapter 2 and elsewhere.
11-13

  For 

the crosslinked matrix systems, a thin film of the continuous phase pre-polymer, for example 

a poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEG-DMA), was used as the adhesive to remove the 

particles from the mold.  Additional continuous phase polymer was cast onto the array to 

cover the particles, and acted as the adhesive for a second layer of particles.  This simple step 

was performed repeatedly to increase the composite thickness.  The thickness of each layer, 

which was easily tuned by adjusting the spin coating parameters, dictated the vertical spacing 

between particles.  Adjusting the layer thickness was one method used to control the particle 

volume fraction, where for example a minimum film thickness equal to the height of the 

particles in that layer would result in the maximum possible particle volume fraction for a 

given 2-D array and desired overall film thickness.  Other film casting methods, such as the 

use of a Meyer rod, have also been successfully applied to control the layer thickness.  This 

process was used to fabricate a variety of polymer/polymer composite films, and is described 

schematically in Figure 5.1.     
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Figure 5.1. Simplified fabrication scheme for crosslinked PRINT composite films 

 

5.2.2.1.2 Characterization  

Composite films were generated with thermoplastic particles, such as 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), polystyrene (PS), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and the 

semi-conducting polymer, MDMO-PPV.  Thermoset particles, such as crosslinked 

trimethylolpropane ethoxylate triacrylate resin, were also incorporated into the composite.  

The composition of the continuous phase included both PEG-DMA and epoxy crosslinked 

systems.  Typically, the final composite films were approximately 2 square inches large, 

though films were fabricated with dimensions as large as 6 inches.  
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Figure 5.2. (a-c) SEM images of film cross-sections and (d-f) top-view optical/fluorescence 

images of composite films.  The examples are (a) a PEG/triacrylate resin composite film with 

7 m cylindrical triacrylate particles, (b) is an epoxy/triacrylate resin composite film with 7 

m cylindrical triacrylate particles, (c) is a PEG/triacrylate resin composite film with 200 nm 

cylindrical triacrylate particles, (d) is a PEG/triacrylate resin 2-layer composite film with 7 

m cylindrical triacrylate particles (rhodamine B dye used in particles for imaging), (e) is a 

PEG/PS 3-layer composite film with 7 m cylindrical PS particles and (f) is a PEG/MDMO-

PPV 2-layer composite film with 7 m cylindrical MDMO-PPV particles.  

 

The microstructure of the PRINT composite films was evident when the films were 

sectioned and imaged with SEM.  In Figures 5.2a-c, the regular arrangement of uniform, 

cylindrical triacrylate resin particles is clearly identifiable in the continuous epoxy and PEG-

DMA matrices.  Size control was demonstrated by varying the particle size from 7 m to 200 

nm.  Particle packing within each layer was also controlled, as demonstrated by the square 

lattice arrangement of the 7 m cylinders and the hexagonal packing of the 200 nm cylinders.  

The particle dimensions, horizontal particle spacing, and arrangement of the particles within 

each layer were precisely governed by the silicon master template used to fabricate the mold.  

This template, which was fabricated using standard photolithography, can be designed to 

have a preferred particle shape, size, spacing, and pattern with a high degree of spatial 
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resolution.  It is important to note that the particles in the composite films were not registered 

perpendicular to the plane of the film, as evidenced from the top-view fluorescence and DIC 

images of composite films with 7 m cylindrical particles arranged on a square lattice within 

each layer (Figure 5.2d-f).  Complex Moire patterns resulted from the pattern mismatch 

between layers, suggesting that these films may exhibit interesting optical properties. 

The PEG-DMA/PVP ordered composite film was a particularly interesting example 

because the 1-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone monomer dissolves non-polar compounds such as the 

antiproliferative agent, Paclitaxel.  Angled views of a 3-D confocal microscopy projection of 

the PEG-DMA/PVP composite (containing 10 wt% Paclitaxel in the PVP particles) is 

presented in Figure 5.3.  PEG is a non-toxic, biocompatible polymer and PVP is a common 

water-soluble excipient used in drug delivery applications.  By varying the cross-link density 

of the PEG matrix in each layer, the release of the drug could potentially be controlled and 

sustained, thereby illustrating the potential for this fabrication to be used in generating thin 

films for local therapeutic treatment. 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Angled views of the 3-D confocal microscopy projection of a PEG/PVP 3-layer 

composite film with 10 wt% Paclitaxel in the 5 m cubic PVP inclusions (fluorescein o-

acrylate dye used in particles for imaging) 
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One means of quantitatively characterizing these films is to use thermal analysis.  

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).  For example, the thermal degradation of a PEG/PS 

composite film containing 7 µm cylindrical PS particles was compared to that of pure PEG 

and pure PS.  Pure PS and pure PEG exhibited 5% weight loss temperatures at 363 
o
C and 

302 
o
C, respectively.  The PEG/PS composite film, on the other hand, exhibited a 5% weight 

loss temperature of 240 
o
C, with a distinct secondary decomposition at approximately 340 

o
C.  The shape of the TGA trace clearly indicates the presence of two distinct phases (Figure 

5.4).  Both decomposition temperatures were found to be lower than the pure polymers, 

suggesting that the composite was not as thermally stable as the pure materials.   

 

Figure 5.4. TGA decomposition curves for pure PEG, pure PS and the ordered PEG/PS 

composite film. 

 

Another remarkable advantage of this fabrication process is the ability to separate 

miscible polymeric systems into well-ordered phases. This can be valuable in fabricating 

materials with novel release profiles
14

 or mechanical properties.  For example, two PEG-
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DMA monomers of differing molecular weights were used to fabricate a crosslinked ordered 

composite film with the lower molecular weight monomer (Mn = 550 g/mol) as the 

continuous phase and the higher molecular weight monomer (Mn = 750 g/mol) as discrete 5 

m cubic particles.  A transparent free-standing 16-layer PRINT composite thin film was 

fabricated and the presence of the two cross-linked PEG phases with different crosslink 

densities was confirmed by Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (Figure 5.5).  Glass transition 

temperatures (Tg), determined from tan  peaks, were found to be -38.1 
o
C and 19.3 

o
C for 

pure crosslinked 750 g/mol PEG-DMA and 550 g/mol PEG-DMA, respectively.  When the 

550 g/mol PEG-DMA and 750 g/mol PEG-DMA monomers were blended to form a 

homogeneous solution (4:1 volume ratio) and then crosslinked, the gel was found to have a 

Tg of -0.8 
o
C.  Conversely, the PRINT composite, with approximately the same prepolymer 

volume fraction as the homogeneous blend, had a tan  peak at 18.2 
o
C, comparable to the Tg 

of 550 g/mol PEG-DMA (the continuous phase of the composite), with a slight shoulder at 

approximately -35 
o
C, which may be an indication of the 750 g/mol PEG-DMA crosslinked 

particle domains. 
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Figure 5.5. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis of an all-PEG composite where (a) shows the tan 

 curves for pure 750 g/mol PEG-DMA, pure 550 g/mol PEG-DMA, a 4:1 blend of 750 

g/mol PEG-DMA and 550 g/mol PEG-DMA and an ordered composite 4:1 750/550 g/mol 

PEG-DMA, and (b) is an SEM image of the ordered 4:1 750/550 g/mol PEG-DMA 

composite film cross-section containing 16 particle layers with an inset picture of the 

transparent film. 

 

5.2.2.2 Thermoplastic Polymer Systems 

5.2.2.2.1 Fabrication 

One method for fabricating the thermoplastic matrix/crosslinked particles system is 

illustrated schematically in Figure 5.6.  This method was used to fabricate poly(vinylidene 

fluoride)/PEG (PVDF/PEG) composite films.  The PEG particles were harvested onto a 

sacrificial polymer layer, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP).  An 8 wt% PVDF in 

methylethylketone (MEK) solution of the continuous phase was cast onto the harvested 

array.  After evaporating the MEK solvent, the PVP layer was dissolved in water to lift off 

the PVDF/PEG composite layer.  The layer was dried carefully ensuring all solvent was 

removed, then multiple PVDF/PEG layers were stacked and heated to 175 
o
C under pressure 

using a hydraulic press.  This method, however, required that the sacrificial polymer layer 

and the continuous phase polymer (in this example, PVP and PVDF, respectively) have 
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orthogonal solvent solubilities.  For example, this process would not work if PVP were 

soluble in MEK.  To overcome this issue, the particles can be harvested directly onto the 

continuous phase.  As an example, polycarbonate (PC)/PEG composite films were fabricated, 

where thin PC films (prepared by casting a 8 wt% solution of PC in chloroform) on PET 

were brought into conformal contact with the full mold of particles and heated above the 

glass transition temperature of PC.  Once cooled, the mold was pulled apart to release the 

particles onto the PC layer.  The layers could then be stacked and melt-pressed at 155 
o
C.   

 

 

Figure 5.6 Simplified fabrication scheme for thermoplastic PRINT composite films 

 

The fabrication process can be made continuous by replacing the layer stacking step 

with a rolling process, where the layer is collected and stacked at the same time.  This was 

investigated on a very small scale using a capillary tube as the cylindrical substrate.  The tube 

was coated with an adhesive (carbon tape) and one end of the composite layer was stuck to 

the tube.  The tube was then gently rolled to collect the layer onto the tube.  Once the layer 

was completely wrapped around the tube, it was tightly wrapped in foil and heated to 

consolidate the layers.  The multilayer composite film was then removed from the tube and 

imaged.  Figure 5.7 describes this modification.   
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Figure 5.7. (A) Simplified fabrication scheme for continuous thermoplastic PRINT 

composite films and (B) cleaved capillary tube with ordered composite PVDF/PEG 

composite film wrapped around it. 

 

5.2.2.2.2 Characterization 

The thermoplastic composite films were analyzed using microscopy.  A series of 

PVDF/PEG composite films were fabricated using the continuous fabrication method, where 

the aspect ratio of the particles was increased from 0.25 to 0.5 to 1 (Figure 5.8).  As 

demonstrated by Figure 5.8, the films were successfully fabricated but the particle order 

within the layers was not well preserved in some cases.  This may have been due buckling of 

the layer while it was being wound around the cylindrical substrate.  For this method to work 

well, the composite layer has to be held taut as it is wrapped around the tube, which is 

difficult to do on such a small scale.  The method, though, holds much promise as a potential 

route on a much larger scale.   
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Figure 5.8. SEM images of cross-sections of PVDF/PEG composite films where the 3 × 3 

µm PEG particles have increasing aspect ratio: (A) 0.25, (B) 0.5 and (C) 1.  

 

Particle orientation of highly anisotropic particles within the composite films can be 

controlled with this PRINT composite fabrication process, by rotating the individual layers 

prior to lamination.  For example, two bilayer polycarbonate (PC) films containing highly 

anisotropic rectangular rod (20  4  5 m) PEG-DMA cross-linked particles were 

fabricated: one with particle layers oriented parallel to each other and the other with particle 

layers oriented perpendicular to each other.  To fabricate these composites, the free-standing 

PC/particle layers were stacked either with particles oriented in the same direction or one 

layer was rotated 90
o
, so that the particle layers were orthogonal.  The layers were laminated 

at 155 
o
C, above the glass transition temperature (Tg) of PC (Tg of PC = 150 

o
C).  Confocal 

microscopy was used to analyze the films (Fig. 5.9).  Figure 5.9a shows the film with parallel 

layers – as can be observed in the 3-D projection and the z-slices, the particle layers are 

pointing in the same direction ( 5
o
).  Conversely, in Figure 5.9b the particles in the two 

layers are clearly orthogonal.   
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Figure 5.9. Confocal microscopy study of ordered PC/PEG bilayer composite films showing 

two different relative layer orientations where in (a) both particle layers are parallel and in 

(b) the particle layers are perpendicular. Scale bars represent 10 m. 

 

5.2.2.3 Polymer/Barium Titanate 

5.2.2.3.1 Barium Titanate Sol-gel Synthesis 

The BaTiO3 sol was prepared by first dissolving barium acetate in glacial acetic acid 

(42 wt%) at 80 
o
C.  In a separate vessel, equimolar amounts of titanium

IV
 isopropoxide 

(equimolar to barium acetate) and acetylacetone were combined.  The two solutions were 

mixed and the sol was cooled to room temperature while stirring.  The sol was diluted with 

15 wt% 2-methoxyethanol, then filtered through a 0.45 m syringe filter.   

 

5.2.2.3.2 Bulk Ceramic Synthesis and Characterization 

Bulk BaTiO3 powder samples were characterized with an X-ray Diffractometer.  

XRD confirmed the presence of cubic crystalline BaTiO3.  The spectrum is shown in Figure 
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5.10.  Thin films of the xerogel and ceramic BaTiO3 were also analyzed with ATR FTIR 

microscopy (Figure 5.11).  The xerogel spectrum had a broad band around 3400 cm
-1

, 

indicative of acid and alcohol groups, bands around 3000 cm
-1

 – 2900 cm
-1

, characteristic of 

CH2 and CH3 groups, and bands at 1550 cm
-1

 and 1415 cm
-1

, due to the COO groups that 

have chelated Ti and Ba.  Most of these bands disappear after calcination, and the following 

peaks characteristic of BaTiO3 crystalline ceramic appear: a small band around 3500 cm
-1

, 

suggesting the presence of surface OH groups, and a band at 1144 cm
-1

 due to Ti-OH 

stretching.
15

      

 

Figure 5.10. XRD spectrum for sol-gel derived BaTiO3 powder. 
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Figure 5.11. FTIR Spectrum of BaTiO3 xerogel and ceramic films 

 

5.2.2.3.3 BaTiO3 Particle Array Fabrication and Characterization 

Different substrates were used in the BaTiO3 particle array fabrication including: 

silicon, sodium chloride (NaCl), and single crystal magnesium oxide (MgO).  MgO was 

chosen because it is lattice-matched with many ferroelectric and superconducting materials.
16

  

MgO was found to be the best surface for the process, but due to the costliness of single 

crystal MgO substrates, polycrystalline sol gel derived MgO was prepared.  The lattice-

matching properties were no longer relevant as the films were polycrystalline, however, the 

sol-gel derived MgO substrates still worked best with the BaTiO3 particles.  The MgO sol 

was prepared by dissolving 8.3 wt% magnesium nitrate hexahydrate (Mg(NO3)2.6H2O)and 

16.7 wt% polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, Acros, Mn = 58,000 g/mol) in distilled water (75 

wt%).  Silicon wafers were cleaned in piranha solution prior to film deposition.  The MgO 

sol was spin coated onto the wafer and heated to 485 
o
C for 5 minutes. This was repeated 4 
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times to build up a MgO film thickness of approximately 200 nm.  The final film was 

annealed at 800 
o
C for 1 hour.   

To assess whether the BaTiO3 sol would mold well, embossed BaTiO3 films were 

fabricated.  Figure 5.12 shows nanometer and micron-sized features successfully replicated 

in BaTiO3 films.  To fabricate scum-free particle arrays, the PFPE molds were first capillary 

filled with the BaTiO3 sol.  The sol in the mold cavities was converted to the xerogel by 

heating to 85 
o
C, where the particles were able to retain the mold features.  The xerogel 

particles were harvested with a thin layer of polycyanoacrylate adhesive onto the MgO-

coated silicon wafer.  After harvesting, the array was heated in air to 700 
o
C for 1 hour to 

calcine and crystallize the ceramic particles then cooled to room temperature at a rate of 10 

o
C/min.  In Figure 5.13, discrete BaTiO3 particle arrays in MgO-coated silicon were analyzed 

with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS).  The elemental line scans and mapping clearly 

demonstrate that the cubic BaTiO3 features were not connected to one another on the MgO 

substrate.   

 

 

Figure 5.12. SEM images of BaTiO3 embossed films fabricated from (A) a 200 × 200 nm 

template and (B) a 3 µm hexnut template. 
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Figure 5.13. SEM images of scum-free BaTiO3 cubic particles analyzed with Energy 

Dispersive Spectroscopy, where (A) shows line scans and (B) elemental mapping indicating 

the presence of Mg, Ba and Ti.  

 

An important characteristic of the calcination step was a 50 % reduction in both the 

height and width of the particles.  After conversion of the sol to the xerogel, the mold feature 

dimensions were replicated well in the xerogel particles.  Converting from the xerogel to the 

polycrystalline ceramic however, resulted in feature shrinkage as shown in Figure 5.14, 

where xerogel cylinders with 4.5 µm diameter and 3 µm height were converted to short disk-

like particles with a 2.5 µm diameter and 0.9 µm height.  Thus, in order to fabricate features 

of a desired size, templates were used that had feature dimensions double the desired size. 
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Figure 5.14. SEM images showing the shrinkage that occurs in the conversion of the BaTiO3 

xerogel (at left) to the polycrystalline ceramic (at right)  

 

5.2.2.3.4 Polymer/BaTiO3 Composite Film Fabrication and Characterization 

The fabrication of polymer/BaTiO3 composite films is illustrated schematically in 

Figure 5.15.  The fabrication is very similar to that described previously for the thermoplastic 

polymer composite films, but instead of a polymer sacrificial layer, an inorganic sacrificial 

layer (MgO) was required.  Crosslinked matrices, for example PFPE, were used as well with 

the ceramic particles by casting the monomer onto the array, partially photocuring, and then 

lifting off. A second layer was added by placing the first partially cured composite layer onto 

a second array with uncured monomer – the two layers were completely cured and then lifted 

off.  Subsequent layers were added similarly. 

Free-standing PVDF/BaTiO3 composite film examples are shown in Figures 5.15b-d, 

with 400  200 nm, 3  0.5 m and 3  2.5 m cylindrical particles.  Similar to the 

polymer/polymer composite films, the polymer/ceramic composites exhibited exceptionally 

well-controlled, non-aggregated nano- and microstructure.  Starting at the smallest length 

scale were the nano-sized crystalline domains (10 - 50 nm) of the BaTiO3 particles (cubic 

crystalline phase, as determined by XRD), then extending out was another length scale 

defining the shape of the polycrystalline ceramic particle (nm to m), followed by the length 
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scales characterizing the spacing between particles both laterally and vertically (nm to m), 

then finally the macroscopic dimensions of the composite film (m to cm).  Thus, these 

ordered composite films can be controlled and characterized at multiple levels of structural 

hierarchy. 

 

 

Figure 5.15. Ordered polymer/ceramic composite films showing (a) simple fabrication 

scheme with SEM images of examples of PVDF/BaTiO3 film cross-sections with (b) 400 x 

200 nm cylinders, (c) 3 x 0.5 m cylindrical particles and (d) 3 x 2.5 m cylindrical particles, 

with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy elemental mapping identifying the Ba and Ti from the 

ceramic particles and the F from the polymer. 

 

With the control that the PRINT process affords in composite film fabrication, it is 

possible to investigate structure – property relationships.  A very simple manifestation of this 

was to vary the BaTiO3 weight fraction in PC/BaTiO3 ordered composite films, while 

maintaining uniform shape, size, spacing, and orientation of the particles, as well as thickness 

of the composite films, and then monitor the changes in thermal degradation properties of the 

composite with Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA).  PC/BaTiO3 films were prepared with 5 

 5  2 m particle inclusions, and the particle shape was a rectangular prism with one 

concave side (resulting from meniscus formation during mold filling).  A series of films were 
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fabricated with the BaTiO3 content varying from 0 wt% to 18.4 wt%.  The TGA curves 

exhibited a clear trend in decreasing thermal stability with increasing BaTiO3 content (Figure 

5.16).  The decomposition temperature (at 5 % weight loss) decreased linearly with 

increasing BaTiO3 wt% except at the highest weight fraction measured.  

 

 

Figure 5.16. TGA study of PC/BaTiO3 ordered composite films where (a) shows the 

decomposition curves for films with increasing number of particle layers and ESEM images 

of the composite film cross-sections with (b) 1, (c) 2, (d) 3, and (e) 6 particle layers. Scale 

bars represent 10 m. 

  

The PVDF/BaTiO3 and PC/BaTiO3 composite films were also characterized 

electrically.  To determine the dielectric constant () and dielectric loss tangent (tan ), top 

and bottom contact gold electrodes were sputter-coated onto the films, and measurements 

were made using an LCR meter (L – Inductance, C – Capacitance, R – Resistance).  

Frequency sweeps (1 kHz - 1 MHz) of capacitance (C) and tan   were performed.   was 

calculated from measured capacitance values using Equation 5.1.  The dielectric strength (VB, 

breakdown voltage) was measured using an in-house breakdown voltage set-up.  A ball-plane 

electrode assembly was used for the breakdown measurements, and the film sample was kept 
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immersed in Fluorinert FC40 during measurements.  The set-up is shown schematically in 

Figure 5.17.  From these measurements, the maximum energy density (Emax) of the composite 

film was calculated according to Equation 5.2.  

   
    

 
           Equation 5.1 

     
 

 
     

     Equation 5.2 

 

 

Figure 5.17. Schematic illustration of the breakdown testing apparatus  

 

 The results from a series of PVDF/BaTiO3 and PC/BaTiO3 composite films are 

presented in Table 5.2.  Higher volume fractions were achievable with the PC/BaTiO3 

composite films because the PC films were stronger and did not disintegrate when very thin.  

For the series of PC films,  remained fairly constant (3.4 – 3.6) up to 6.4 wt% BaTiO3, but 

increased considerably to 6.51 with 18.4 wt% BaTiO3.   The breakdown voltage remained 

constant up to 3.5 wt% BaTiO3, then decreased to 222 V/µm at 18.4 wt% BaTiO3.  As Emax is 

proportional to VB
2
, Emax exhibited a similar trend to VB, and decreased with increasing 

BaTiO3 wt%.  The PVDF/BaTiO3 composite films did not exhibit any clear trends in 

electrical properties as a function of BaTiO3 wt%.  In both cases, the energy density of the 

films was not improved by the addition of BaTiO3. It is suspected that poor film quality – 
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film inhomogeneity and air voids – as well as low particle volume fractions, adversely 

affected the properties of the films.  

 

Table 5.2. Electrical characterization of PC/BaTiO3 and PVDF/BaTiO3 composite films 

Wt% BaTiO3 * tan  (%)* VB (V/µm) Emax (J/cc) 

PC 

0 3.63 ± 0.23 0.36 ± 0.06 438 ± 92 3.2 

2.2 3.32 ± 0.03 0.31 ± 0.08 437 ± 45 2.5 

3.5 3.45 ± 0.08 0.25 ± 0.06 436 ± 47 3.0 

6.4 3.38 ± 0.02 0.34 ± 0.03 318 ± 29 1.8 

18.4 6.51 ± 0.32 1.08 ± 0.12 222 ± 20 1.5 

PVDF 

0 9.98 ± 2.12 2.70 ± 0.47 283 ± 55 3.9 

8.1 9.85 ± 0.69 1.91 ± 0.17 339 ± 100 4.3 

10.3 11.0 ± 1.3 2.05 ± 0.13 317 ± 60 4.3 

10.9 10.8 ± 0.5 2.03 ± 0.11 310 ± 52 3.9 

 *Frequency at 1 kHz 

 

 Due to the limits in the maximum volume fraction achievable using the sol-gel 

method for particle fabrication, alternative methods that did not require a calcination step 

were investigated.  The use of commercially available BaTiO3 powders was explored. In one 

example, a curable monomer suspension, consisting of 50 wt% BaTiO3 powder, 49 wt% 

bis[(2-methacryloxy)ethyl]phosphate and  1 wt% DEAP, was used to fabricate composite 
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particles for the composite film.  The resulting film had 3 distinct phases: the BaTiO3 

nanoparticles randomly dispersed within a second phase of ordered microparticles of a 

crosslinked resin uniformly dispersed within a PVDF continuous matrix (Figure 5.18).  The 

dielectric properties of this film were found to be:  = 7.9 ± 0.4, tan  = 3.2 ± 0.3 % and VB = 

238 ± 41 V/µm.  Alternatively, a suspension of the BaTiO3 nanoparticles in a volatile solvent 

was used to fill the mold.  Unfortunately, large amounts of scum accumulated on the surface 

of the mold, so this approach needs more optimization.  

 

 

Figure 5.18. (A) SEM image crosslinked phosphate resin/BaTiO3 composite particles on a 

harvesting layer and (B) SEM image of a cross-section of a tri-phasic PVDF/crosslinked 

phosphate resin/BaTiO3 composite film 

 

5.2.2.4 Polymer/metal 

 The fabrication of ordered polymer/metal composite films was also achieved using 

the same fabrication method described for the thermoplastic systems.  The PFPE mold was 

filled with silver paste and the solvent was allowed to evaporate.  A thin film of PC was 

brought into contact with the mold, and after applying heat and pressure, the mold was 

removed transferring the silver to the PC layer.  The layers were stacked and melt-pressed as 
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described previously.  In Figure 5.19, ESEM images of the harvesting layer and the ordered 

composite film are displayed.  

 

 

Figure 5.19. ESEM images of (a) top view harvesting layer with silver flakes on PC, (b) side 

view harvesting layer with silver flakes on PC and (c) PC/silver ordered composite film 

 

5.3 Conclusions and Future Outlook 

A versatile, scalable, composite film fabrication process that allows for the tailoring 

of composite film nano- and microstructures has been described in this chapter.  The PRINT 

process was adapted to composite film fabrication because an important advantage of the 

PRINT process is that the particles are fabricated in an intrinsically non-aggregated state.  

With such 2-dimensional arrays of nano- and micro-particles, simple strategies can be 

employed to transfer the particles to a matrix without aggregation to build up more complex, 

hierarchically ordered, 3-dimensional structures.  Films were fabricated with different 

material combinations to yield structurally complex films with well-defined morphologies in 

which uniformly shaped polymeric or inorganic particles of one component were evenly 

dispersed with a desired periodicity within the other component.  The scalability of the 

PRINT process, as a particle fabrication technology, has been demonstrated commercially 
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with continuous manufacturing,
12

 and so the techniques described herein can be readily 

adapted to roll-to-roll technology.   

For the case of polymer/polymer composite films, to attain the same morphological 

control via the blending of immiscible polymers, stringent control of numerous processing 

conditions is required.
17

  Additionally, the PRINT polymer composite films have domain 

sizes and morphologies that rival blended polymer and block copolymer systems; and unlike 

these other approaches, with the PRINT process it is possible to take polymers that are 

typically miscible, and produce composites with well-ordered domains.  Given the fact, that 

novel combinations of materials and unique types of nanostructures are available with this 

process that cannot be accessed otherwise, there is great promise in numerous optical, sensor 

and biomedical applications. For the polymer/ceramic composite films, there is still great 

promise in using this process, however optimization is required especially as dielectric 

properties are strongly affected by film defects.  Alternative approaches to the sol gel route to 

BaTiO3 particles would benefit the overall film fabrication, and the concept of using the 

PFPE mold to pattern commercial BaTiO3 nanopowders into shape specific aggregates is one 

promising route.   
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